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FOUNDED MAY 1989
MEETINGS - SECOND  

  SATURDAY OF THE MONTH 
WWW.MLMUG.ORG 

EDITOR COMMENTS
About.com has published 
t h r e e a r t i c l e s o n 
virtualization apps for the 
Mac, Boot Camp, and 
running Windows on a Mac. 
Very informative, but too 
long for this newsletter. The 
URLs are t inyur l .com/
p v 7 e f h 4 , t i n y u r l . c o m /
p53boqj, and tinyurl.com/
newe28k.

SEPTEMBER LOCATION 
NOT OUR USUAL!! 

Kel ler-Wil l iams Realty 
office at 744 W. Lancaster 
Ave in Wayne, Devon 2 
Building - Suite 125. Near 
t h e K m a r t . G o t o 
tinyurl.com/o6ro7m3 for 
location map. 

MLMUG U - THREE WORKSHOPS 
Michelle Barton - iPad Workshop - Hands-on 30 ACTIONS or Tasks to Personalize Your iPAD  
Michelle will provide 10 iPads students who didn’t bring one. You will learn 30 actions or tasks that will 
make your iPad experience more enjoyable. Did you ever wonder how you will remember the three 
security questions of an account as you sign up for one? Do you wonder why your iPad doesn’t 
remember your home WiFi connection? Michelle will show you a quick and easy way to resolve these 
questions and more — all on your iPad.  There will be a handout for all attendees.


Mark Wassmansdorf - The Making of a Keynote Presentation 
This will be a presentation about creating a Keynote presentation. We will explore slide transitions and 
animation (called builds) of objects (text boxes, pictures, shapes, etc.) animations, including when and 
how long a transition or build takes place. Multiple objects on the same page can appear individually 
or together; a click can initiate an activity or an activity can be set to take place after a specified period 
of time.       Presenting your Keynote presentation on an iPad or MacBook using an iPhone will free 
you from siting or standing next to your iPad or MacBook. It is a function built into Keynote, requiring 
both machines being on the same Wi-Fi network. You will learn how easy it is to use.


Fiona Keyes - iPhoneography - How to take Your iPhone Photos to the WoW! Level. 
“The best camera is the one that’s with you”, to quote Chase Jarvis. The last few years we have seen 
an explosion of amazing cell phone photographs, coupled with a plethora of apps. Where does one 
start?! Join me as we explore a couple of camera apps, along with processing apps and few artistic 
apps to add a little “pop” to your photos. In this overview, we’ll review how some of the available apps 
are used. Take your cell phone photos to the next level and have a little fun along the way!


REMEMBER - OUR MEETING LOCATION HAS CHANGED FOR THIS MEETING - 
AND SEVERAL MORE. DON'T GO TO GOOD SAM. 

http://about.com
http://tinyurl.com/pv7efh4
http://tinyurl.com/p53boqj
http://tinyurl.com/newe28k
http://about.com
http://tinyurl.com/pv7efh4
http://tinyurl.com/p53boqj
http://tinyurl.com/newe28k
http://tinyurl.com/o6ro7m3
http://WWW.MLMUG.ORG
http://tinyurl.com/o6ro7m3
http://WWW.MLMUG.ORG
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Typical Meeting Agenda

9:00 - 9:05: 	 Call to order in main meeting 

room.


9:05 - 10:05: Three Concurrent Special 
Interest Groups (SIGs) convene in 
separate rooms. The three current 
SIGs are:


	 Newer Users- We cover the most 
basic questions you may have about 
your Mac/iDevices and how to use 
them.


	 Multimedia - We discuss using your 
Mac/iDevices and applications for 
photo, video, audio, and print media.


	 OS - We go beyond basics to discuss 
Apple’s current operating systems, 
using your Macs & iDevices, & 
various applications, & have Q&A.


10:05 - 10:15: Continuation of Q&A for all 
attendees.


10:15 - 10:30: Welcome and other business.


10:30 - 11:50: Main Presentation (by a 
member or guest)


11:50 - Noon: Raffles and silent auctions.


Come join some fellow MLMUG members 
for lunch after the meeting at a nearby 
restaurant. 

New Users SIG

You don’t have to wait a whole month to 
get answers to your basic Mac questions! 
Get together with other members on the 
fourth Saturday (i.e., two weeks after each 
regular meeting) for the Startup Folder Lite.


Many new users have said that they can 
learn much more from face-to-face 
meetings than they do from manuals or 
other sources. That’s what this meeting is 
all about. Go to www.mlmug.org/sfl.html 
for details.


Macintosh Programming SIG/ 
Philly Mac Programming Group 

The objective of this group is to help 
members become more familiar with the 
c o n c e p t s o f M a c i n t o s h a n d i O S 
programming, i.e., the elements of the 
Macintosh GUI, user interaction, file 
sys tem, e tc . , and the ma in Mac 
programming tools: AppleScript, Java, C, 
and Objective C.


The Philly Mac Programming SIG meets at 
10:30 AM on the first Saturday of each 
month, but usually skips January and July. 
Contact Deivy Petrescu, Chair, for venue 
information. www.phillymacprog.org. The 
next meeting will probably be at Ludington 
Library in Bryn Mawr.


MLMUG Email list

The Main Line Macintosh Users 
Group has its own email list. 
Compose your letter and email it to 
mlmug@yahoogroups.com and 
your message will be sent to 
everyone on the mailing list. 
Posting to this list is restricted to 
MLMUG members. Contact Bob 
Barton if you are a member and 
you are not on the list.

Please observe rules of etiquette. 
See the Yahoo Groups Terms of 
Service. The MLMUG list may be 
used to post Apple/Macintosh-
related items for sale, but any 
solicitation of members through 
the list is forbidden without the 
written consent of a MLMUG 
officer. The list is hosted at Yahoo 
Groups.

http://www.mlmug.org/sfl.html
http://www.phillymacprog.org
http://www.mlmug.org/sfl.html
http://www.phillymacprog.org
mailto:mlmug@yahoogroups.com
mailto:mlmug@yahoogroups.com
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Bookmarks 

Serendipity, Keyboards And A Book 

By Mark Bazrod 

Serendipity is the act of finding something valuable or 
delightful when you are not looking for it. I wrote a column 
about it eight years ago; the third column I wrote for the 
MLMUG Newsletter.


Like most people I don't often experience serendipity, but I 
recently had two instances of serendipity within a couple of 
days. What a delight!


Keyboards 
I was listening to  Leo Laporte's “This Week In Technology" 
podcast (twit.tv). One of the frequent panelists, computer 
commentator and author, John Dvorak, started a discussion 
on keyboards, specifically the idiocy of the caps lock key. It 
really startled me. I had never thought about keyboards and 
their design, other than sometimes lamenting that I hadn't a 
chance to learn touch typing in high school. Perhaps there 
was a passing thought, but those thoughts rarely lasted 
more than five seconds.


I never could find John's original column on keyboards, but 
I did find one from six years ago which I have put into this 
Newsletter on pages 7 and 8. I’ve also included two more 
articles on pages 9 through 12. I know it’s a rather strange 
inclusion, but as John says “It's (the computer keyboard) 
one of the most important inventions – ever. Yet, it’s 
drastically under appreciated.” Well, John, let’s hope 
MLMUG members will now appreciate the keyboard.


I disabled my caps lock key, using the extremely simple 
instructions on page 8 of the Newsletter. What a joy to no 
longer be hitting the caps lock key when intending to type 
an “a” and then seeing a long string of capitalized letters or 
words. Granted, I occasionally have to hold down the shift 
key with one finger while typing a series of letters with 
another finger (to write MLMUG, for example), but the trade-
off isn't even close.


Once I became aware of the keyboard itself, I also became 
aware of a number of other changes I’d like to see.


1. Make the rarely used function keys available for user-
defined functions. I suspect you could probably use 
them for keyboard shortcuts.


2. Move the exclamation point near the period and 
question mark at the bottom right so that the sentence-
enders are near one another.


3. Have a key with the @ symbol and “.com”. It would be a 
great timesaver for many of us.


4. How about a Sleep key for the many of us who don’t 
turn our Macs off at night or would like to save a little 
energy and reduce some heat when we go away from 
our Mac for a little while.


5. Eliminate the right-hand command and option keys. I 
suspect few people use them.


So, – we can easily disable caps lock key, but as for the 
other improvements to the keyboard, I guess we're going to 
have to take the time to design some keyboard shortcuts or 
remap some of the keys. I'm going to look at some of these 
possibilities over the next month or two.


And all the above thoughts were generated because I just 
happened to listen to a podcast. I wasn't looking for 
information on keyboards. As William McKeen said in 2006 
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in "The Endangered Joy of Serendipity":"Looking for 
something and being surprised by what you find – even if 
it's not what you set out looking for -  is one of life's great 
pleasures, and so far no software exists that can duplicate 
that experience.” So experience the daily magic of 
discovery.


Mr. Penumbra's 24-Hour Bookstore 
And now for my second instance of serendipity. A friend lent 
me a book I had never heard of, by an author I had never of. 
It was Mr. Penumbra's 24-Hour Bookstore by Robin Sloan. 
It was such an enjoyable and fascinating read that I 
included two reviews in this Newsletter.


It's sort of an adventure-detective novel, with some 
similarities to the Indiana Jones movies, although excluding 
life threatening events. But it’s also about technology, 
Google, encrypting, decrypting, typographical fonts,  
ancient books, and the lives of very technologically 
advanced people. It is also a rumination on the difference 
between people who love the physicality of books and 
newspapers and those who have no problem, or even 
prefer, doing their reading on a computer screen. Just a 
delight to read. Go get it.


Should we/can we search for serendipity? 
“If you were searching for something, you can find it online, 
and quickly. What a side-affect of this awesome efficiency 
may be a shrinking, rather than an expansion, of our 
horizons, because we are less likely to come across things 
we are not in quest of.”


“Google can answer almost anything you ask, but it can’t 
tell you what you ought to be asking.”


“The Internet has become so good at meeting our desires 
that we spent less time discovering new ones. To update 
the Rolling Stones, you can always get what you want. But 
you may not get what you need.”


The above quotes indicate that we need to be searching for 
serendipity, although I suspect that serendipity is more of a 
result that a goal. So expose yourself to more information 
sources that may yield interesting facts, theories, insights, 
etc. And take an hour a day to do it. Based upon my 
experience, there are two places where you should start.


The first place is TED talks.  These are videos, normally no 
more than 18 minutes, of presentations by speakers at TED 
conferences. They are available at ted.com. More than 
2,000 TED talks have been posted. Every week 5 – 7 new 
talks are published. They have been viewed more than 1 
billion times. If you want to be exposed to a multitude of 
ideas, this is a great place to start.


The second place is podcasts which are available through 
the iTunes Store. They’re great to listen to on your mobile 
devices. The breadth is comprehensive. The top charts 
number 300 podcasts. I think the only limitations are the 
amount of time you have to listen and your ability to 
multitask. The podcasts I listen to include TED Radio Hour, 
Morning Joe, Fareed Zakaria, Macworld Podcasts and 
TWIT.


So if you want an action list from this column,  I suggest:


1. Disable the caps lock key.

2. Listen to some TED talks.

3. Listen to a couple of podcasts. 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The following article was posted by John C.Dvorak to pcmag.com 
on July 29, 2009. tinyurl.com/n2vc4d. © Ziff Davis, Inc. He is a 
columnist for pcmag.com and the host of the weekly TV video 
podcast CrankyGeeks. He was a columnist for Forbes, PC World, 
Barrons, MacUser, PC/Computing, and other magazines and 
newspapers. He has written over 4,000 articles and columns as 
well as authoring or co-authoring 14 books. 

All Hail The Keyboard 
It's one of the most important inventions—ever. Yet, it's drastically 
underappreciated. 
    By John C. Dvorak 
   59 Comments  PROBABLY use some

Today, the keyboard is the most underappreciated peripheral on a 
computer. And it's even more unappreciated on a cell phone. The 
fact of the matter is that the device, which originated on the 
typewriter in the 1860s, has served Western Civilization better than 
any other device ever invented. However, it is never (and I mean 
never) even cited as an important invention in any century. Truth is, 
we'd be doomed without the keyboard.

The keyboard and the computer are two of the best things that 
have ever happened to many of us. Curiously, the computer has 
gone from a slow clunker to a super-fast device that can almost fit 
in a pocket, while the keyboard has languished since the very early 
days of computing. Once we left the teletype for an actual 
keyboard, the device seems to have been frozen in some sort of 
time warp.

I've always been baffled by this. I assume it's because we're still 
hopeful that we'll soon be able to talk to our computers, or that 
they'll be able to recognize our handwriting. Meanwhile, the 
keyboard is left to languish in its Model A form: old, trusty, and 
reliable, but a clunker nonetheless.

Take the Caps Lock key (please!). I sustained an entire column 
bemoaning this stupid key in PC Computing some years back. I've 

run into one person in my life that actually uses this key for 
something that is necessary. The key is arcane and in the way.

This is just the tip of the iceberg when it comes to our complaints 
about our general-purpose IBM 101 keyboard, as well as the 
variants, such as the Apple keyboard, with its cloverleaf key. What 
about the Scroll Lock key? What is this for? And I must ask you, 
when is the last time you ever used F6? The so-called function 
keys are hardly ever utilized—not in a way that makes sense or is 
consistent. Perhaps the exception is F1, which almost always 
works as a "help" key. So, this begs the question: Why isn't the 
key simply renamed the Help Key?

And what about keyboards with Function keys that extend to F10 
while others go to F12?

I could go on and on about the idiosyncrasies of dead keys—and I 
have. Others have too.

Lately, when someone decides to take a whack at redesigning the 
keyboard, it's all about creating some wacky ergonomic design. 
From what I can tell, the designs that have shown up in recent 
years have done one thing: they've gone a long way to end Carpal 
Tunnel Syndrome in the office. I think they accomplished this by 
acting as a threat to slackers who never really had Carpal Tunnel. 
"We will force you to use this horrid keyboard if you persist with 
your Carpel Tunnel complaints, capiche?" You laugh, but have you 
noticed how the plague of Carpel Tunnel ended overnight despite 
the relative deterioration of the desktop keyboard?

Of course, one of the problems with changing the keyboard would 
be all the complaints from the maniacs that have remapped their 
keyboards or from people who like the keyboard the way it is 
despite the fact that it sucks.

Years ago, Northgate Computers redesigned the keyboard, so it 
would be more practical. This involved ditching the Caps Lock key 
and moving keys, such as the asterisk, into a more prominent 
position. The keyboard sold like crazy. When the company went 
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out of business, however, everyone forgot about the keyboard they 
had loved so much.

There are some vendors who seem to have fun with their 
keyboards. Some light up. Some make noise. The DAS Keyboard, 
for example, is loved by users for its click-clack mechanical feel. 
At the other end of the extreme is the Virtually Indestructible 
Keyboard, a mushy, bendable, and washable keyboard.

Thing is, these are all still the same IBM 101-style keyboards we've 
had forever. They've got the same useless keys, including the 
aforementioned Caps Lock key by the A key, the Scroll Lock key, 
and Pause key. This last one is just plain laughable: Hit the Pause 
key on your keyboard and see what happens. Nothing!

The only people that are actually improving the keyboard are the 
phone makers. They have no qualms about moving oft-used keys 

into good positions for thumb typing. Thank you! Why can't 
computer makers do this?

Microsoft keeps fooling around with keyboards in order to make 
them more Windows friendly, and its efforts are admirable. The 
problem is it still leaves in the useless keys—and just adds more 
keys. We do not need more keys. We need better keys. This is 
typical of the company. The company is obviously afraid that the 
minute it swaps out the Pause key for, say, a shutdown key, 
someone will dream up the most important program in the world 
that utilizes—you guessed it—the pause key. Then everyone will 
be on Microsoft's back for this major faux pas. Get a grip guys. It'll 
never happen. Lead the way to a new layout! 
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Lowell Heddings posted the following article to howtogeek.com on 
December 17, 2010. tinyurl.com/2uu5p29. © How-To Geek, LLC. 
He is founder of How-To Geek (in 2006), the editor-in-chief, 
programmer, system administrator, and CEO.


How To Disable Caps Lock On Mac OS X 

By Lowell Heddings 
Unless you’re working in the accounting department, you really 
don’t need the Caps Lock key—and let’s face it: you’re probably 
not going to be using a Mac if you do work in accounting. Here’s 
how to disable the Caps Lock key, or remap it to something else. 


If you’re using Windows instead, you can follow our guide on how 
to disable Caps Lock in Windows using a registry hack, or you can 
map any key to any key if you really want to. 


Disabling Caps Lock on OS X  

Start off by heading into System Preferences, and then click on the 
Keyboard icon in the list. 


Once you’re in the Keyboard panel, head down to the Modifier 
keys button at the bottom of the window. 


And now you can either change the Caps Lock key to “No Action”, or 
you can remap it to be a Command, Option, or Control key instead. 


That’s all there is to it. Much simpler than disabling it on Windows.
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Matthew J.X. Malady posted following article to slate.com on 
February 1, 2012. tinyurl.com/7ochczz. © The SlateGroup LLC. He 
is Slate’s Good Word columnist & a writer, editor, and attorney.His 
work has appeared in The New Republic, The New Yorker, & The 
New York Times Magazine, among other publications. 

Caps Lock Has To Go, And Other Proposals For 
Improving The Computer Keyboard 
And four other modest proposals for improving the contemporary 
computer keyboard. 
By Matthew J.X. Malad 

Perhaps it should have occurred to me 
years ago, but it wasn’t until recently that I 
ful ly real ized that everybody hates 
something about their computer keyboard. I 
was in the company of several family 
members and friends, and had just 
mistyped my Gmail password for the 458th 
time in calendar 2011. I knew straightaway 
what had gone wrong—caps lock was 
depressed by accident—but instead of 
simply taking my lumps and re-entering my 
password, I vented: “Is there anything on 
the computer keyboard more annoying than 
the caps lock key?”  


Yes, my companions told me matter-of-factly, there is. Thirty 
minutes of conversation ensued, with each participant attempting 
to outdo the others with tales of keyboard frustration and fiery 
screeds relegating various keys to eternal damnation. The 
conversation was painfully nerdy, yet cathartic—and eye-opening. 

Since that initial conversation, I’ve spoken with dozens of folks 
about computer keyboard annoyances, and I’ve compiled a list of 
five small-scale adjustments that would greatly improve the typing 
experience. My goal in compiling this list is narrowly tailored. I 
don’t want to fundamentally change the way we type—I don’t have 
time to learn the Dvorak keyboard, and I suspect you don’t either. 

These are small, one-key fixes that could make typing easier, 
faster, and less prone to error. 

1. For starters, please allow me to reiterate the following: CAPS 
LOCK IS THE WORST! It is of very little use to the average citizen. 
Nearly everything that results from depressing this key is annoying. 

While it’s important to consider the interests of groups that rely on 
the key (those with disabilities that make it difficult to press more 
than one key at a time, for instance, and people engaged in 
professions that frequently use all-uppercase text), caps lock also 
inherently favors yell-y Internet commenters, people who design 
terrible flyers, and others who deserve little consideration. For the 
rest of us, the key is a nuisance, its prime real estate leading us to 
depress it unintentionally and often unwittingly. The next thing you 
know, you’re submitting to a security-question inquisition from 
your banking institution, trying desperately to prove your identity 
having thrice entered your case-sensitive password incorrectly. 

The utility derived from not having to hold down “shift” when 
drafting venomous complaint emails to Time Warner Cable does 
not justify all those needlessly mistyped words in other contexts. 
So, as a first-step move aimed at improving the keyboard, let’s 
scrap the caps lock key altogether. (Disabling it by using the 
Keyboard tab in System Preferences on a Mac, or specialized anti–
caps lock software for PCs, doesn’t result in any freed up space 
on the board for new keys.) For the serially furious or enthusiastic, 
there would of course still be a caps lock function: Upper-casers 
could use a new key-combo or, for instance, access the function 
as iPhone users already do, by quickly tapping the shift button 
twice. Google eliminated the caps lock key from its laptops, and 
though the company replaced it with a branded search key that 
can still be annoying when pressed by mistake, it’s high time for 
other computer makers to open up that space for new, less-
infuriating keys.  

2. One change that should have been made to the keyboard 
decades ago is the addition of a dedicated em-dash key. An em-
dash is meant to indicate an abrupt change of thought within the 
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context of a sentence. Writers of all stripes use them often—
sometimes too often—but they can be a real pain in the carpal to 
type. 

To make an em-dash using a Mac, you have to do this: First, press 
the option key. Next, while holding down “option,” press “shift.” 
Now, while keeping those other two buttons pressed, hit the 
hyphen key. It’s too much—three keys for one mark. On a PC, 
there’s a handy “shortcut.” Simply hold down “alt” and then type 
0151 on the far right number pad. (Next challenge: safecracking.) 
Although some popular word processing programs will 
automatically create an em-dash when you type two consecutive 
hyphens, that’s no reason to prolong the mark’s banishment from 
the board. 

(At least partially because there’s no dedicated em-dash button on 
the keyboard, people mess up this mark in many annoying ways. 
Some use two hyphens--like so. It’s not an attractive replacement. 
Other typists resort to a single hyphen as a stand-in for an em-
dash-like so. That’s just confusing.) 

Software programs such as DoubleCommand and Microsoft 
Keyboard Layout Creator allow users to remap keys by adding 
new characters and symbols in place of existing ones, or by 
moving letters around on the board. But should typists be forced 
to hack their keyboards in order to get an em-dash typed in a 
single step? It’s time to create a permanent button on the 
keyboard for this commonly used mark. 

3. And while we’re reassigning keys, here’s an easy one for 
keyboard improvement step number three: Put the exclamation 
point on the same key as the question mark!

As it stands, the exclamation point lives in the upper left-hand 
corner of the keyboard as the shift option on the “1” key, 
surrounded by things like the @ symbol, the tilde, and the letter 
“Q.” The period and question mark reside at the bottom right of 
the keyboard. By moving the exclamation point to the position now 
taken by the forward slash and placing it on the same key as the 

question mark, all of the sentence-enders would reside in the 
same general area. That makes sense. Right? Hell yes! 

4. In discussing step four, it’s necessary to return to the iPhone, 
while at the same time giving a nod to the expanding influence 
social media has on computing. The nifty “.com” key the iPhone 
offers users makes good sense, even in an era of autofill-aided 
web browsing. Anyone writing about or discussing the Internet 
types “.com” often. At the same time, email—and more recently, 
Twitter’s more than 100 million active users—has helped make the 
“@” symbol more important, and more frequently typed, than at 
any other point in history. Bring those two modern computing 
realities together, and, voilà, a new key: an @ button with “.com” 
as its shift option. Just like you shouldn’t have to press three keys 
at once to type an em-dash, you shouldn’t have to hit shift to 
make an @ symbol appear. Thanks to step number four, it just got 
a lot easier to send an email to a friend relaying another friend’s 
Twitter handle or email address. 

5. As for the fifth and final tweak, it seems only fair to cede the 
floor to, well, tons of folks who have keyboard-related pet peeves. 
When asked for one small-scale keyboard fix, respondents from all 
walks of life polled in a completely unscientific fashion chimed in 
swiftly and with great passion. The resulting gripes and fixes ran 
the gamut. Many professed a desire to remove seldom-used keys. 
And a large number of those in this camp, effectively highlighting 
the differences between Mac and PC keyboards, suggested 
getting rid of keys that appear on the far right of a PC board but 
have already been phased out by Apple—buttons such as scroll 
lock, for instance, and pause/break. 

According to Cornell University ergonomics professor and 
alternative keyboard design expert Alan Hedge, calls for the 
removal of keys should not be surprising. “There is a lot of built in 
redundancy in keyboards,” Hedge says, calling out the number 
pad on PC keyboards as an example. “You could reduce the 
keyboard down quite a lot and still have the same functionality.” 
Speed typing celebrity and recent Ultimate Typing Championship 
winner Sean Wrona agrees. He says he has the keyboard layout 
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mapped into his brain, and wouldn’t change much, but confided 
that the right-hand shift, alt, and control keys wouldn’t be missed if 
they disappeared from the board prior to his next race. 

Not everyone is in favor of streamlining, though. Anil Dash, 
founding director of Expert Labs and blogger extraordinaire, says 
he misses some of the keys Apple has removed. “And I love the 
anachronistic keyboard leftovers like system request,” he adds, 
praising the open-ended nature of such keys. “They track back to 
obscure hardware decisions made in 1980 at IBM—how many 
other vestiges of that era do we still have?” Writer and Studio 360 
host Kurt Andersen is a bit more focused on the practical. He 
wants a dedicated ellipses key. (“I just finished a book that 
contains 165 ellipses,” Andersen says. “So why not a key that with 
a single stroke types the three (or four) periods and correctly 
spaces them as well?”) And Chirag Mehta, founder and developer 
of an iPad application that aims to make typing easier 
for those with disabilities, was one of many who 
suggested adding keys for the copy, paste, and cut 
functions. 

Everybody, it seems, has a preferred keyboard tweak. 
But the most-requested one-key change involves yet 
another button that appears nowhere on the Mac 
board: the dreaded insert key. Similar to the caps 
lock key, “insert” causes all sorts of damage when 
pressed by mistake. Typists intending to hit the 
backspace button only to graze the insert key 
residing immediately to its right on many keyboards 
unleash a silent killer that wipes out existing words 
and phrases. This hostile action stems from what’s 
known as overtype mode. Instead of the cursor 
simultaneously moving all characters to the right as 
new letters are typed, the new characters overwrite 
letters—as well as words, sentences, brilliant prose, 
complicated mathematical formulas, important phone 
numbers, and other important content—that already 
exist. 


There are a few instances when the insert key can be useful—while 
filling out certain forms that already include words in the relevant 
boxes, for instance—but these do not justify its continued 
existence as a dedicated key. In the most recent versions of 
Microsoft Word, the insert key is disabled by default. That’s a start. 
But it doesn’t address the button itself. 

Again, there’s always the hacking option, but enough already, 
keyboard gods. The people have spoken. Show no mercy. Treat 
the insert key as it has treated the already typed words of millions 
worldwide: Make it disappear.  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Wikipedia states: “Mr. Penumbra's 24-Hour Bookstore is a 2012 
novel by American writer Robin Sloan. It was chosen one of the 
best 100 books of 2012 by the San Francisco Chronicle, was a 
New York Times Editor's Choice, and was on the New York Times 
Hardcover Fiction Best Seller list, as well as the NPR Hardcover 
Fiction Bestseller List. You’ll enjoy reading it!

Farad Manjoo posted following article to slate.com on October 10, 
2012. tinyurl.com/or249a5. © The SlateGroup LLC. He is the 
"State of the Art" columnist for The Times and was a technology 
columnist for the Wall Street Journal. 

Scanners  
The heroes of this entertaining first novel, set in Google’s 
backyard, go to battle about whether books are precious objects 
or simply collections of data. 

By Farhad Manjoo  

There is a jumble of deep questions rattling about Mr. Penumbra's 
24-Hour Bookstore, Robin Sloan’s irresistible first novel. What are 
books? Are they just stories and ideas, or are they in some ways 

irreducibly physical objects—stories and ideas that lose their 
power when no longer connected to paper and ink and hot-metal 
typesetting? For that matter, what are we—are we souls, or are we 
information, or are we atoms? In an era of ubiquitous digitizing, in 
which books and music and pictures can all be turned into 
instantly transferrable streams of ones and zeroes—a fate that may 
soon await our bodies and brains, too—is human society close to 
achieving something like immortality? And, if so, is digital 
immortality anything like real, physical immortality—and should we 
be happy with it? 


Those of us in the tech and media businesses, the engines 
primarily responsible for our digitized future, rarely consider the 
out-there ramifications of the work we do. Digitizing all media—
making all art available everywhere, to everyone, in a form that can 
be endlessly copied and remixed forever—represents such a huge 
change in society that we’ve only begun to grasp the most 
immediate, and the most pedestrian, implications of the switch. 


Mr. Penumbra’s is a fantasy novel, though the fantasy occurs 
mainly at the edges; most of the story is set in a hyper-realistic 
version of present-day San Francisco. Clay Jannon, our 
protagonist, is a Web designer who hits hard times when the start-
up he works for—a bagel company founded by ex-Googlers who’d 
created an algorithm that produced a perfectly circular bagel with 
the ideal ratio of crunchy exterior to soft interior —shuts down 
because of “the great food-chain contraction that swept through 
America in the early twenty-first century.” Clay’s a sort of Bay Area 
everyman—tech-savvy, aimless, and possessing of a clutch of 
brilliant friends with high-powered jobs. His roommate is an effects 
artist at Industrial Light & Magic; his geeky friend from high school 
made millions in video game software (he’s the “world’s leading 
expert on boob physics”); and Kat, the nerdy-hot girl he meets by 
placing a targeted Web search ad, is a data visualization expert at 
Google. Sloan himself—a self-described “media inventor” who 
has worked at Twitter, Poynter and Current TV, and also co-hosts 
an entertaining blog—would fit right into this pack. 
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Some things in Clay’s San Francisco are a little off-kilter. Google, 
here, is a creepily utopian, extremely effective supercompany run 
by a committee of randomly selected managers who make all its 
decisions by democratic vote. (The real Google might be better off 
if that were true.) The computers in this world are all-powerful and 
free of bugs—everyone is always writing code very fast, and the 
code almost always works, instantly solving whatever problems 
people face. 


And then there’s the eponymous bookstore. While roaming the 
streets one night, Clay spots a help-wanted ad in the window. “I 
was pretty sure ‘24-hour bookstore’ was a euphemism for 
something,” he tells us. “It was on Broadway, in a euphemistic part 
of town.” But he needs the job, and the store’s owner, the creakily 
old, mysterious Mr. Penumbra, doesn’t care that Clay has no 
experience. Soon, it becomes clear why. 


In the front of the bookstore there are a few shelves with only a tiny 
selection of well-known books. Customers sometimes stop by to 
browse, but few ever buy anything. The only regular is a stripper 
from the club next door who, amazingly, finds the book she’s 
looking for—Walter Isaacson’s biography of Steve Jobs—and then 
comes back a week later for Isaacson’s book on Einstein. “Let’s be 
clear: This was incredible,” Clay says. “This was a bookseller’s 
dream. This was a stripper standing athwart history, yelling, Stop!” 
… And of course Penumbra’s store doesn’t have the Einstein 
book, so she buys it online. 


The real action in Mr. Penumbra’s store is in the back, where, on 
several tall, laddered shelves, there are thousands of books that 
are completely unique— when Clay cracks them open, they 
contain long, unintelligible strings of characters, and online title 
searches yield nothing. (Take that, Amazon.com!) Clay calls this 
section of the store the Waybacklist. It is accessible only to a 
handful of patrons who seem to belong to a strange kind of book 
club. Members of the club “arrive with algorithmic regularity,” 
trading an old book for a new one, and never paying for anything. 
When Clay and his pals investigate—there are a lot of heist-movie-
type scenes of planning and coding sessions—they track the 

mystery to a monkish order of geeks who have been working for 
generations to decrypt the hidden message in these books. Now 
Clay and his tech-obsessed friends have thrown the ancient group 
into chaos, with some members wondering why they’re bothering 
to crack the code by hand—why not scan the books, turning the 
type into bits, and then let computers solve the puzzle? 


The debate turns on an idea Sloan comes back to again and again 
in the novel. When you scan something, are you creating a copy or 
just a replica? Note that all of Clay’s associates—the ILM roomie, 
the game designer, the data-viz girlfriend—are experts of a very 
specific sort: Their work involves building representations of the 
real world, and they each have different ideas about which factors 
make for realistic representations. Broadly, they break down into 
two philosophical camps whose disagreement stands at the center 
of our transition to the digital age: Call them the physicalists and 
the informationists. People in the former group believe that there’s 
something nearly mystical baked into real stuff you can touch. The 
ILM guy favors practical effects made without CGI, and the book 
cultists just can’t fathom the thought that there’d be anything 
worthwhile to study in digital versions of their ancient tomes. The 
second group, meanwhile, holds no regard for the physical—for 
them, all that matters in art is data, and if the best way to consume 
and understand that data is through machines, so be it. 


Sloan depicts the two camps as being at war, which corresponds 
to how many of us think of the battle in real life. Ever-improving 
technology forces us to take a stand on the question of digitizing, 
and we have a tendency to become indignant about our choices: 
You want to read the new J.K. Rowling? You’ve got to decide 
whether you’re getting it on Kindle or paper, and there are thorny 
politics on either side. If you choose Kindle, are you killing 
bookstores? Are you abandoning literary culture? Choose paper 
and you look like you’re living in the past. How can you be so blind 
to the obvious convenience of digital text? 


I’m a tech-obsessed fellow; I’ve argued loudly and shrilly for 
informationism in these pages. Many readers—readers of an online 
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magazine, let’s note—regularly take me to task for this view. Every 
single time I write about Amazon, the Kindle, the iPad, and a 
constellation of related topics, I hear some version of the claim 
that even if you could perfectly mimic the information in books, 
technologists will never replicate the feeling of reading a book. 
This argument inevitably sounds silly to me—if the only way you 
can defend books is by describing how you react to the smell 
and physical sensation of paper against your fingertips, you’re 
no longer talking about books as much as you’re talking about 
nostalgia. [Editor’s bolding].


While Sloan seems justifiably fascinated by this disagreement and 
the process of scanning and copying, in the end he seems to skirt 
many of the novel’s questions about how digitizing art changes it. 
Instead, when Clay does find an answer to the puzzle of the secret 
society’s books, it relies on a gimmick, one I thought too cheap 
(even though it does involve fonts—the book, by the way, is a 
must-read for typography nerds). And then Sloan ends in a rush to 
tie up loose ends, a move that seemed at odds with Mr. 
Penumbra’s more thoughtful first half. 


It’s unfortunate that Sloan misses an opportunity to get at some 
way the two camps might bridge their differences. My own 
suspicion is that, as we dive further into the digital world, we’ll 
settle somewhere in the middle on the question, with each side 

accommodating the other side’s views. The physicalists are going 
to give in on books—they’ll have to, the future is stacked against 
them. But I wonder if we informationists might find ourselves 
surprised at how stubbornly physical art remains. The truth is that 
when I read a book on my iPad, it feels different from reading it on 
a Kindle; there are physical, technical differences between the two 
devices, differences that affect what I choose to read on either. 
(For me, for now, it’s magazines on the iPad, books on the Kindle.) 


This seems like a small point, but it’s the tip of a larger one. 
However compact and abstract art becomes, the physical is 
always going to matter. Where you held on to your dog-eared copy 
of The Catcher in the Rye, your kid might store his beat-up first-
generation Kindle, because irrational as it seems, that device 
contains what he felt when first reading Salinger. We can’t escape 
the real world. To be blunt about it: Nothing designed by the 
world’s leading expert on digital boobs could ever hold a 
candle to the real thing. [Editor’s bolding]. 
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Roxane Gay posted the following article to nytimes.com on 
December 14, 2015. tinyurl.com/cbg9bdl. © The New York Times 
Company.  She is an American writer, professor, editor, blogger, 
commentator, and a professor of English at Purdue University. Her 
writings have appeared in many anthologies, magazines and 
newspapers. 

‘MR. PENUMBRA’S 24-HOUR BOOKSTORE,’ BY 
ROBIN SLOAN 
By Roxane Gay 

In life and fiction, technology obsolesces the moment we acquire 
it. In Stieg Larsson’s novel “The Girl With the Dragon Tattoo,” 
Lisbeth Salander is a hacker. Her superpower is an ability to 
uncover anything about anyone using her Powerbook, a laptop 
produced by Apple from 1991 to 2006. When Larsson wrote the 
novel, Powerbooks were advanced. Today, they are relics. Larsson 
spends an inordinate amount of time detailing hardware 
specifications, but this information doesn’t have the desired effect. 
Our smartphones have more computing power than Salander’s 
Powerbook. The way to write about technology does not reside in 
exhaustive technical description.


But represent it we must. Our lives are mediated through 
technology. Our devices and gadgets hold an illimitable dominion 
over us. Technology has become so entwined with our lives there 
is a term, nomophobia, for the fear of losing or being separated 
from one’s phone. And then there are books, an enduring 

technology. Despite regular lamentations about its demise, the 
book perseveres. In “The Anxiety of Obsolescence,” Kathleen 
Fitzpatrick notes: “New media repeatedly threaten to take the 
place — or the audience — of old. But none of these media, 
according to the popular wisdom, is more threatened than the 
book.” We take an arrogant pleasure in the notion we might be the 
generation that renders so ancient a technology obsolete. “Mr. 
Penumbra’s 24-Hour Bookstore,” by Robin Sloan, dexterously 
tackles the intersection between old technologies and new with a 
novel that is part love letter to books, part technological 
meditation, part thrilling adventure, part requiem.


Clay Jannon, an unemployed Web designer, takes a job working 
the graveyard shift at a 24-hour bookstore, owned by the strange 
Mr. Penumbra. The store is just as inscrutable, with two kinds of 
customers — random passers-by who stop in so rarely Clay 
wonders how the store is able to stay open and a furtive 
“community of people who orbit the store like strange moons. . . . 
They arrive with algorithmic regularity. They never browse. They 
come wide-awake, completely sober and vibrating with need.” 
These customers borrow from a mysterious set of books, which 
Clay has been warned not to read. He surrenders to his curiosity 
and discovers that the books are written in code. With the help of 
his roommate, a special effects artist; his best friend, a successful 
creator of “boob-simulation software”; and his romantic interest, 
Kat Potente, who works for Google in data visualization, our likable 
hero goes on a quest. He solves the Founder’s Puzzle, the origins 
of which are never clearly explained, using data visualization and 
distributed computing and stumbles upon an even bigger mystery: 
Mr. Penumbra has disappeared. Clay tracks him to New York, and 
in the city, the friends locate the Unbroken Spine, headquarters of 
a secret society.


They match wits with the Unbroken Spine as both groups try to 
decipher a text; the secret society using old, rigorous research 
methods, while Clay and his friends harness the power of current 
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technology. In the end, both are right and wrong. Working together 
is the only way they will find a solution.


“Mr. Penumbra’s 24-Hour Bookstore” is eminently enjoyable, full of 
warmth and intelligence. Sloan balances a strong plot with 
philosophical questions about technology and books and the 
power both contain. The prose maintains an engaging pace as 
Clay, Mr. Penumbra and the quirky constellation of people around 
them try to determine what matters more — the solution to a 
problem or how that solution is achieved.


There are charming moments. When the friends are staking out the 
Unbroken Spine, Clay observes, “Kat bought a New York Times 
but couldn’t figure out how to operate it, so now she’s fiddling with 
her phone.” We are reminded there are two kinds of people — 
those who function in an analog world and those who are so 
enamored with technology they cannot.


The trappings of modernity are everywhere. Clay creates a Google 
ad to lure more customers. He and Kat chat online. There are 
countless references to various Apple technologies, smartphones 
and other digital detritus. Clay reads blogs, Wikipedia and Twitter, 
where he scrolls back, “to find the conversations that happened 
without me during the day,” and muses, “When every single piece 
of media you consume is time-shifted, does that mean it’s actually 
you that time-shifted?” These constant, almost overwhelming 
references serve as a reminder like the red star on a rest area map 
— we are here, in this time.


Early in the novel, Clay and Kat discuss how difficult it is to predict 
the future. “We probably just imagine things based on what we 
already know, and we run out of analogies in the 31st century,” Kat 
says. It’s an intriguing and uncomfortable prospect, and this novel 
would have been even stronger had some of that intrigue and 
discomfort seeped more deeply into the prose.


Instead, the book suffers from an excess of convenience — for 
every problem, a clever solution. Need to copy a text in a heavily 
guarded, secret library? There’s a portable cardboard scanner, 
GrumbleGear 3000, built using instructions from the Internet. Have 
a complex problem requiring super computing power? Command 
the resources of Google. We are supposed to accept these 
conveniences because Clay is resourceful, but at times the ease 
with which the plot unfolds strains credulity. Though there are 
setbacks, he and his friends are never set too far back. They never 
have to suffer a world without answers. Instead they are afforded 
the satisfaction of unsolved mysteries as another obsolesced 
technology. Sloan effortlessly marries new ideas with old without 
realizing that all too often, the cleverness overwhelms the story.


We also see an excess of convenience in the novel’s unnecessary 
epilogue, which answers any lingering questions. No matter how 
much we embrace the future, we apparently cannot let go of the 
desire for happily ever after. Books, and their narrative devices, 
hold an illimitable dominion over us, after all.
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Daniela Hernandez posted the following article to fusion.Net on 
March 17, 2015. tinyurl.com/n8lg459. © Fusion Media Network, 
LLC. She is a senior writer at Fusion & likes science, robots, pugs, 
& coffee.  

The Inside Story Of How Apple’s New Medical 
Research Platform Was Born 
By Daniela Hernandez 
On September 27, 2013, during a dimly-lit presentation at 
Stanford’s MedX conference, Dr. Stephen Friend told an audience 
about the future of medical research.


“Imagine ten trials, several thousand patients,” said Friend, the 
founder of Seattle-based Sage Bionetworks, a nonprofit that 
champions open science and data sharing. “Here you have genetic 
information, and you have what drugs they took, how they did. Put 
that up in the cloud, and you have a place where people can go 
and query it, [where] they can make discoveries.” In this scenario, 
Friend said, patients would be able to control who could access 
their information, and for which purposes. But their health data 
would be effectively open-sourced.

ADVERTISEMENT


The crowd was receptive. Several people looking to share their 
data with scientists stood up to ask what options they had. There 
were a few open-source health data projects in the works, Friend 
replied, but nothing fully-formed. “We’re pretty close,” he 
reassured them.


He was closer than he thought. Sitting in the audience that day 
was Mike O’Reilly, a newly minted vice president for medical 
technologies at Apple. A few months earlier, Apple had poached 
O’Reilly from Masimo, a Bay Area-based sensor company that 
developed portable iPhone-compatible health trackers. Now, he 
was interested in building something else, something that had the 
potential to implement Friend’s vision of a patient-centered, 

medical research utopia and radically change the way clinical 
studies were done.


After Friend’s talk, O’Reilly approached the doctor, and, in typical 
tight-lipped Apple fashion, said: “I can’t tell you where I work, and I 
can’t tell you what I do, but I need to talk to you,” Friend recalls. 
Friend was intrigued, and agreed to meet for coffee.


Fast-forward roughly 18 months. Last week, Apple unveiled 
ResearchKit, an open-source platform that will make it easier for 
scientists to build apps that collect health data for research studies 
from volunteers, along with five iPhone apps aimed at some of the 
most costly medical conditions in the world. A day later, thousands 
of people had already downloaded these apps. The sheer number 
of participants was so huge that many are already calling 
ResearchKit and its companion apps a revolution in how medical 
science will be done.


The idea behind ResearchKit was to use the iPhone’s ubiquity to 
give scientists unprecedented amounts of clinical data. By using 
the iPhone’s built-in accelerometer, microphone, camera, and 
pressure sensors—as well as a bevy of personal trackers that can 
be connected to the iPhone, like the FitBit, glucose monitors, or 
AliveCor’s portable electrocardiogram recorder—scientists would 
be able to gather activity and biometric data on people who opted 
in to be part of research studies. A typical clinical study might 
include hundreds or thousands of subjects; a ResearchKit study 
could easily include hundreds of thousands, perhaps even millions. 
Plus, ResearchKit studies would have another unparalleled 
advantage: the cost of recruiting subjects would be basically zero.


“Not to be part of it would have been crazy,” Euan Ashley, one of 
the Stanford University investigators behind the myHeart app, 
which tracks cardiovascular health, told me. He and his colleges 
have been working on myHeart with Apple for more than a year.
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Friend immediately grasped the potential benefits of collecting 
health data at Apple’s scale. In the wake of the MedX meeting with 
O’Reilly, he made frequent trips to Cupertino and other cities to 
meet with scientists, engineers and quantified-self geeks. During 
one such trip, Friend helped organize a DARPA-funded workshop 
on how biosensors might help scientists understand Parkinson’s 
disease, a condition that would turn out to be the focus of one of 
ResearchKit’s five debut apps.


Given Apple’s historical approach to data-hoarding—and the way 
it has traditionally refused to open-source its code—its willingness 
to partner with an open-source advocate like Friend is a surprise. 
But Apple may not have had much of a choice. Given the 
upcoming release of the Watch, “there is probably some interest in 
Apple in leveraging that new [wearables] market…to attract more 
people to the iPhone platform,” said Bernard Munos, the founder 
of the Innothink Center for Research in Biomedical Innovation. 
“They could also invite entrepreneurs to make clever plug-in 
devices.” If people are hungry to track and share their symptoms, 
they’ll likely flock to the platform that gives them the best tools to 
do that. Other tech companies like Google and Microsoft are likely 
working on a similar projects, but now that Apple has beat them to 
the punch, they’ll have to play catch-up: Whatever they come up 

with will be measured against ResearchKit, especially when it 
comes to privacy.


“No one wants to entrust their health data to a company that’s 
going to sell them to the highest bidder, and the highest bidders 
usually include the worst privacy abusers. Apple has taken a very 
principled stance,” Munos added. “It’s the kind of reassurance 
people need.”


Apple’s privacy record is far from spotless, but its approach is 
different from that of Google or Facebook, both of which make 
money by selling access to their users to advertisers. Apple is a 
hardware manufacturer—it sells gadgets, not targeted ads—and 
that hardware focus is at the heart of why Friend, who’s been 
trying to build something like ResearchKit for years, chose to work 
with Apple rather than a competitor.


Companies like Google and Facebook “make their power by 
selling data…They get people information about other people,” 
Friend told me. “Apple has said, ‘We will not look at this data.’ 
Could you imagine Google saying that?”


Jeff William describes ResearchKit at Apple’s Spring Forward event. 
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The first five ResearchKit apps will target who worked on the myHeart 
app. “We each designed our own app with no input from Apple.”

In terms of policy, though, Apple’s role was less passive. Just three 
months before the press event where ResearchKit and its new 
wearable, the Apple Watch were announced, Apple executives, 
including O’Reilly, met with the U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration, the government agency that oversees both 
medical devices and clinical trials. Apple told the FDA that it “sees 
mobile technology platforms as an opportunity for people to learn 
more about themselves. With the potential for more sensors on 
mobile devices, Apple believes there is the opportunity to do more 
with devices, and that there may be a moral obligation to do 
more,” according to a meeting memo obtained by Apple Toolbox 
through a Freedom of Information Act request. The memo didn’t 
mention ResearchKit explicitly, but we can reasonably infer that 
Apple sees clinical research, which falls under the purview of the 
FDA, as part of its “moral obligation.”

Beyond its genesis at Stanford, the other details of how 
ResearchKit came to be are still murky. It’s unclear, for instance, if 
Friend’s long-held vision for citizen-driven clinical research was the 
main driving force behind ResearchKit, or if Apple’s growing army 
of medical experts had already been cooking something up at One 
Infinite Loop before O’Reilly and Friend met. (Apple wouldn’t 
comment for this story and Friend, who’s now also a medical 
technology advisor for the t some of the most pressing and costly 
medical conditions out there: breast cancer, heart disease, 
asthma, Parkinson’s disease and diabetes. As the apps were being 
built, “Apple was just there as a facilitator, building the framework 
in the background,” said Euan Ashley, the Stanford researcher 
company, was instructed by the company not to tell me more.)

However it was that ResearchKit evolved from an idea into a full-
fledged platform, one thing is clear: it’s already instigating change. 
Whether it will do to medical data collection what iTunes did to the 
music industry, for better or worse, remains to be seen. 


J. D. Biersdorfer posted the following article to the nytimes.com on 
August 28, 2015. tinyurl.com/ofmld2g. © The New York Times 
Company. She is a member of the newsroom technology staff at 
the Times. 

Changing Case in Microsoft Word 
By J. D. Biersdorfer

Q. I occasionally hit the Caps Lock key by mistake and type away 
for minutes without noticing in Word 2010. Is there an easy way 
convert this all-caps section into standard upper- and lowercase 
characters without retyping? 


A. Most versions of Microsoft Word for Windows and Mac OS X 
include a Change Case command that flips the selected text into 
one of several styles. You can convert a chunk of text typed in all 
uppercase letters to sentence case, which capitalizes the first 
word of a sentence and lowercases the rest. (You may have to go 
back to capitalize proper nouns, though.) The Change Case 
command can also switch a selected block of lowercase letters to 
uppercase or capitalize each word in a highlighted section. 


To use the Change Case command in Word 2010 for Windows, 
select the text you want to convert. Then click the Change Case 
button on the Ribbon’s Home tab; the button’s icon looks like an 
uppercase and lowercase letter A side by side. 


You can also get to the Change Case command with a Windows 
keyboard shortcut. When you have selected the text you want to 
convert, press the Shift and F3 keys to cycle through all the case 
options, and stop on the one you want. 


The Change Case command works the same way in Word 2013 
and Word 2016 for Windows, but may vary within earlier versions 
of Microsoft Word. In some versions of Word for Mac OS X, the 
Change Case command can be found under the Format menu; 
to use the keyboard shortcut, press Option-Command-C, 
which will cycle through the case styles. [Editor bolding]. 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Edward Mendelsohn posted the following article to pcmag.com on 
July 28, 2015. tinyurl.com/qhbw6e4. © Ziff Davis, LLC. He has 
been a contributing editor at PC Magazine since 1988, and writes 
extensively on Windows and Mac software. 

Microsoft Office 2016 (For Mac) 
By Edward Mendelson 
Pros   Improved performance. Strong OS X integration. Seamless 
cloud-based sharing with Office for Windows, iOS, and Android. 
Familiar features and interface for Windows users.

Cons  Requires OS X 10.10 or later. A few minor first-release 
glitches.

Bottom Line  Microsoft Office 2016 for Mac is worth the five-year 
wait it took to get here. It's still by far the most powerful set of 
productivity apps for Apple computers, fitting more smoothly into 
OS X than ever, while adding cloud support. And the free preview 
version is stable enough for most people to use day to day.

Microsoft Office 2016 for the Mac—now available to all Office 
365$74.99 at Tek-Micro subscribers—is the kind of upgrade I 
always hope for but rarely get. It's been five years since Office 
2011 was released, but the new version was worth the wait. 
Almost everything is improved, with a bright, spacious interface, 
yet the learning curve is almost flat, because all of the suite's 
essential features work as they always did, though with new 
options and conveniences.

Why Wait? 
Microsoft managed to make Office for the Mac easy for anyone 
familiar with Office for Windows, while also integrating it more 
closely than ever into OS X ecosystem. Office 365 subscribers can 
download Office 2016 now from Microsoft's Office Online site. If 
you prefer a traditional buy-once-use-forever license, not 
subscription-based like Office 365 (for which subscriptions start at 
$99 per year) you'll have to wait till September. If you subscribe to 
Office 365, I can't see any reason to hesitate before installing this 
major upgrade. If you're already using the free preview version 

(which expires on August 9), get the release version for bug fixes 
and added features like the ability to propose a new meeting time 
in Outlook and support for external data connections in Excel.

Improved Everything 
Everything about Office 2016 looks and acts better than before—
and it closely resembles the forthcoming Office 2016 for Windows, 
now available in a free preview version. The ribbon interface is 
redesigned, with the same flat look as the forthcoming Windows 
version, already familiar from the current versions of Office for 
mobile apps. Users will find a modern task-pane interface for 
selecting text styles, building formulas, and similar features. Long-
term Windows users will rejoice that Windows key-assignments 
like Ctrl-O for Open and Ctrl-F for Find now also work in the Mac 
version—no need to remember to press Cmd instead of Ctrl.


Mac-Native 
The suite also gets Mac-native features like pinch-to-zoom plus 
support for Retina displays, so text and graphics have sharper 
resolution than before on current MacBook Pro laptops. Word and 
PowerPoint allow simultaneous editing by multiple users. Under 
the hood, the whole suite has been rewritten with up-to-date code, 
and it runs only on the current version of OS X, 10.10 Yosemite, 
and the forthcoming El Capitan.
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Online sharing via Microsoft's SharePoint service or its 
OneDriveFree at Microsoft cloud-based service is seamless among 
all Office platforms. You can stop work on one platform and pick 
up exactly where you left off on another—I tried it with the Mac, 
Windows, and iPad versions—and you can easily restore earlier 
versions of files saved to the cloud. It would be nice to have built-
in iCloud integration, but I doubt it's going to happen.

Components 
The Mac version of the suite comprises Word, Excel, PowerPoint, 
Outlook, and OneNote. Microsoft updated Outlook and OneNote 
earlier this year, so the latest versions are only a minor, though 
welcome upgrade. Word, Excel, and PowerPoint are all faster, 
easier, and more elegant in every way. Most features are almost 
identical to the Windows versions, but not all. For example, the 
Mac version can't import PDF files and create editable Office 
documents from the contents, but the Windows version can. 
However, PowerPoint for the Mac continues to outclass the 
Windows version in its Reorder Objects feature: on the Mac, you 
rearrange you reorder objects by dragging them forward or back in 
an animated three-dimensional view, while in Windows you drag 
objects up and down a less-convenient list.

A few features have disappeared from the previous version: for 
example, the Publishing Layout option in Word that made Word act 
more like a page-layout app rather than a word-processor; the 
ability to save a PowerPoint presentation as a movie; and the 
option to rearrange the tab order on the Ribbon. I doubt any they'll 
be seriously missed.

Interface 
The Ribbon interface closely matches the forthcoming Windows 
version, with the same tabs and the features on both platforms, 
though with slight differences to match the operating system—for 
example, the Mac version supplements the Ribbon with a top-line 
menu, like the menu in all other OS X apps, though the Windows 
version has only the Ribbon.


As in the current and future Windows versions, Word gets a Style 
pane instead of a floating inspector panel, Excel gets a Formula-
building pane, PowerPoint gets an animation pane. Word and 
PowerPoint get threaded comments—comments that can be 
linked to earlier comments to create collapsible discussion 
threads. Excel gets the strong Recommended Charts feature from 
the Windows version—and also PivotTable Slicers and improved 
AutoComplete. Word for the Mac finally gets the one feature I've 
wanted forever—the ability to click on the blank space between 
pages and hide the page header and footer, so that text flows from 
one page to the next with only a thin line between the pages, not 
an inch or more of blank space.

I noticed a minor inconsistency in the interface: Outlook won't go 
to a true full-screen mode that hides the dock and top-line menu. I 
also noticed one first-release glitch: when I saved a Word 
document to PDF, the hyperlinks in the saved PDF didn't work 
because an extra character somehow got added to the web 
address. This problem didn't occur if I saved to Adobe PDF 
instead of simply to PDF (I have Acrobat Pro installed, so the Save 
to Adobe PDF option is on my Mac's Print dialog). I can live with 
this glitch until the inevitable bug-fix arrives through Microsoft 
AutoUpdate.

Mac MVP 
Overall, Office 2016 for the Mac is a triumphantly successful 
update, bringing the best of Office to Apple users even before 
Windows gets its own version of Office 2016. If you're reluctant to 
commit yourself to the upgrade, you can use it side by side with 
Office 2011—as I did until I realized that Office 2016 was faster, 
easier, better looking, and more powerful in every way. If you're 
choosing an office suite, there's no contest if you need advanced 
features: Word and Excel far surpass Apple's Pages and Numbers, 
and PowerPoint is close enough to Apple's superb Keynote to 
keep Office users from envying Keynote users. There's no contest 
for our Editors' Choice for OS X office suites: Office for the Mac is 
the clear winner. 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Edward Mendelsohn posted the following article to pcmag.com on 
August 15, 2015. tinyurl.com/p58uosp © Ziff Davis, LLC. He has 
been a contributing editor at PC Magazine since 1988, and writes 
extensively on Windows and Mac software,. 

Libreoffice 5.0 Review & Rating  
By Edward Mendelson 
Pros   Open source. Available for Windows, OS X, and Linux. Fast. 
Powerful. Opens virtually all legacy documents. Improved import 
and export features.


Cons   Clunky interface. Confusing menu options. No cloud-based 
or tablet-based versions.


Bottom Line   LibreOffice 5.0 provides much of the power of 
Microsoft Office, but in an outdated and inconsistent interface. 
Still, it's free and open source, and those who can't or won't use 
proprietary software won't find anything better. 

LibreOffice, the leading free desktop-style alternative to Microsoft 
Office ($73.99 at Amazon), just got a new version number, a more 
modern-looking interface, improved import and export filters, and 
a vast number of bug fixes. But don't get the idea that LibreOffice 
5.0 is massively different from the previous version (4.4), or that if 
you're not using LibreOffice now, version 5.0 will make you want it. 
However, if you or your business can't afford or don't want to use 
a proprietary, for-pay office suite, LibreOffice 5.0 is your best bet.


Version Confusion

Until late in its development, LibreOffice 5.0 was known by the 
version number 4.5. If you're using version 4.x now, version 5.0 is 
a smooth, mostly hassle-free upgrade. If you tried LibreOffice 4.x 
and found it wanting, the new version won't change your mind. 
LibreOffice now exists in versions for both 64-bit and 32-bit 
Windows, as well as for OS X and many varieties of Linux. 
Versions for tablets and phones are promised but not yet available.


LibreOffice is a long-standing open-source project based on the 
old OpenOffice suite, still being developed as Apache OpenOffice, 
but far behind LibreOffice in features and reliability. The suite 
comprises a word-processor called Writer, a spreadsheet called 
Calc, a presentation app named Impress, plus a drawing app 
(Draw), a math formula formatter and solver (Math), and a 
database app (Base) that creates flat-file databases and can 
manage or access almost any existing standard flat-file or 
relational database format. Under Windows you can launch each 
app separately or start the suite from a unified control panel with 
access to templates and recent files. Under OS X, you have to 
start from the unified control panel unless you're opening an 
existing file.


Backwards Compatibility

One reason LibreOffice is worth having—even if you rarely use it—
is that it can open virtually any legacy document format, and it 
may be the only software on your Mac that can open ancient files 
created by WordPerfect or obsolete versions of Microsoft Word. By 
default, LibreOffice saves documents in its native Open Document 
formats, although you can change a setting so that it always saves 
in Microsoft Office formats so you can share documents with the 
rest of the world.


As the developers claim, the latest version improves on its 
Microsoft import and export filters. Almost every Word document 
and Excel worksheet that I opened in LibreOffice looked identical 
or nearly identical to the way it looks in Office. If you don't want to 
pay for Office, or if you're committed to open-source rather than 
proprietary software, then LibreOffice gets the job done.


Often Inelegant

What you don't get in LibreOffice is Microsoft-style convenience 
and elegance. LibreOffice still uses an overly cluttered toolbar 
interface of the kind familiar from Office 2003 and earlier Microsoft 
versions (you can reduce the clutter by customizing the toolbar if 
you have the patience and expertise to do so). This interface is 
now supplemented by a Sidebar of the kind familiar from recent 
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Office versions and from Apple's iWork suite, which includes 
Keynote ($19.99 at iTunes), Numbers ($19.99 at iTunes) and Pages.

LibreOffice 5.0's Sidebar adds some much-need visual cues for 
features like formatting styles. This is a welcome advance on 
earlier versions, but the rest of the interface still uses crowded, 
sometimes incomprehensible menus that expert users might have 
enjoyed in 1985 but seem unfriendly today. 


New Features

Among the new features in LibreOffice 5.0 are some that you 
probably won't care about, like the ability to replace strings 
surrounded with colons (like ":scream:") with the standard 
matching emoji – provided that your OS provides the emojis, which 
older OSes don't. Some features, notably display of databars in 
worksheets, are now easy to apply via menus, and conditional 
formatting can be exported to Excel format. Images can be 
cropped inside documents. LibreOffice claims to be able to import 
Apple's iWork documents (only from iWork '09 and earlier). iWork 
import works well with word-processing documents. In my tests, 
however, it failed badly with worksheets, typically importing only 
the first two or three rows of a worksheet, and not displaying any 
error message to warn that the import had gone wrong.


No Clouds Here

LibreOffice still doesn't have cloud-based versions like Microsoft 
Office or Apple's iWork, and has only an experimental viewer app 
for Android. A lot of the improvements in LibreOffice 5.0 are said to 
have been made in preparation for cloud and Android versions, but 
no one is saying when they might arrive. Meanwhile, Microsoft 
Office has gleaming new versions for iOS, Android, and a cloud-
based browser version, so LibreOffice has a lot of catching up to 
do. Also, Microsoft Office 2016 includes support for gestures on 
tablets and touchpads, a feature that LibreOffice has begun 
working on but which won't arrive in the near future.


The Free Competition

Aside from Microsoft Office, LibreOffice's main competition comes 
from the cloud-based Google Drive and the office suite it contains, 
Google Docs, which gets more powerful all the time, but still can't 
match the flexibility and feature set of LibreOffice or other office 
suites. The one area in which cloud-based office suites are in the 
lead is in version management, with Google Docs (and cloud-
based Office) automatically saving multiple versions of a file while 
you edit it. LibreOffice has a "Save New Version" feature but you 
have to manage it by hand.


Time to Switch Offices?

With all its limitations, LibreOffice 5.0 is the ideal solution for a few 
special groups of users: governments or other organizations that 
don't want to rely on proprietary software for policy or security 
reasons; organizations that need to use the same software under 
Windows, OS X, and Linux; and anyone who doesn't want to pay 
for an office suite. For all those users, LibreOffice is fast, efficient, 
and reasonably powerful, though it won't win any beauty contests. 
For most users, Microsoft Office is the only answer, but LibreOffice 
5.0 still has an honored place in the software universe.
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Joe Kissell posted the following article to Macworld.com on 
August 6, 2015. tinyurl.com/nlzpznh. © IDG Consumer & SMB. Joe 
Kissell is a Senior Editor of TidBits, Macworld Senior Contributor, 
and the author of several  books. He is one of my favorite authors 
and speakers. 

Keynote For Mac 6.5.3 Review:  
Gradual improvements make it more competitive with PowerPoint


Users of Keynote 6.0 will want to upgrade, but users devoted to 
version 5.3 won't. Deciding between Keynote 6.5 and PowerPoint 
2016 depends on the features you need.

By Joe Kissell 
Two years ago, when Apple entirely revamped its iWork apps, I 
wasn’t terribly impressed with Keynote 6.0. Although I appreciated 
the interface improvements, I was frustrated with lost features and 
reliability problems. But after a series of small-to-medium updates 
(the app is now at version 6.5.3), Keynote has improved enough 
that it feels like a true upgrade over Keynote 5.3 (part of iWork ’09), 
even though some of the old features are still missing.


I recently wrote a book on using Keynote, and having explored the 
latest version in detail, I’m happy to report that many of my earlier 

complaints are now moot. I consider Keynote 6.5 to be on par 
overall with Microsoft’s excellent PowerPoint 2016 for Mac, 
although each app has its strengths and weaknesses.


One of the first improvements Apple made to Keynote 6 (in version 
6.0.1) was to bring back customizable toolbars. (Apple did the 
same thing with Pages and Numbers.) Updates have also added 
numerous transitions and builds, including some that had been 
present in Keynote 5 and the spiffy new Trace effect for building 
text objects. The presenter display is once again fully 
customizable. And the Build Order palette at least shows the 
names of graphics, although still, sadly, not the type of each build 
(In, Out, or Action).


Keynote’s ruler origin can be set to the center, the toolbar can be customized, and user-
defined styles are available for characters, lists, paragraphs, and objects. 

Other features missing in 6.0 but since restored include the option 
to put the origin at the center of the ruler, full drag-and-drop 
support, PDF scaling in Magic Move, a QuickTime export that 
properly omits skipped slides, a Ready to Advance indicator in 
presenter view, and the option to layer objects with those on 
master slides.
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In addition, AppleScript support is massively improved, largely 
thanks to a new compatibility suite that brings back many of the 
old commands and terms from Keynote 5.3. Although some 
AppleScript features are still missing and older scripts might not 
run unmodified, there’s now at least some way to accomplish most 
of what you might want to do when automating Keynote.


Apple has also added entirely new features, such as support for 
Handoff (letting you switch between your Mac and an iOS device 
easily while working on a presentation) and iCloud Drive. The ever-
popular Magic Move transition now smoothly morphs text if the 
font, size, style, or other attributes change between slides. And, in 
my testing, Keynote has been far more stable than it was in the 
early days of version 6.0—I can recall only one crash this year.


All these improvements show that Apple does pay attention to 
customer feedback, and that the rewritten Keynote is evolving 
nicely after its rough start (much like Final Cut Pro X).


The position and size of everything on the presenter display can be fully 
customized—and the green Ready to Advance indicator at the top is back, too. 

Still waiting 

Although I’m happy to increase Keynote’s mouse rating by a notch 
in recognition of its progress, I’m still waiting impatiently for the 
return of several other features that have been missing since 
version 6.0. Smart builds (an easy way to animate a series of 
graphics) remain absent. You still can’t link objects to other 
Keynote presentations (or to any other external document, such as 
a Numbers file). Master slides still can’t include animations, such 
as builds for lists or default transitions.


Resizing grouped objects always constrains their proportions, 
which may not be what you want. You can’t split a table cell into 
multiple rows or columns. You can’t select non-contiguous text (a 
bizarre limitation that affects the other iWork apps too). You can’t 
apply a different theme to only part of a presentation. And if you 
export a presentation as a QuickTime movie, you can’t select 
Manual Advance or Hyperlinks Only, making it awkward to use the 
movie for a live presentation.


Furthermore, PowerPoint has leaped ahead in some respects. I 
love the way PowerPoint shows you a 3D view of all the layers on 
a slide, and I prefer its more straightforward path animation. Since 
Apple killed my beloved Messages Theater feature, the least they 
could do is let us play Keynote slides in their own window, as you 
can do in PowerPoint. And the new theme variants in PowerPoint 
2016 make it far easier to change a presentation’s look without 
adjusting lots of different attributes separately, as you’d have to do 
in Keynote.


Macworld’s buying advice 

Despite the many improvements between Keynote 6.0 and 6.5.3, I 
know a number of people who continue to use Keynote 5.3 and 
insist that they won’t upgrade until Apple restores their favorite old 
feature. We don’t know if or when that will happen; meanwhile, 
people who use version 5.3 forgo all the improvements of version 
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6. Given that workarounds exist for almost every missing feature, I 
think the case for upgrading is strong—certainly far stronger than it 
was when 6.0 was released.


Deciding between Keynote 6.5.3 and PowerPoint 2016 is trickier. 
Keynote is much less expensive, but many people and businesses 
license all of Microsoft Office as a matter of course, so your choice 
may be which one to use rather than which one to buy. As I said in 
my PowerPoint review, each has features the other lacks, so your 
choice will depend on which features are most important to you 
(and which ecosystem—OneDrive/Office 365 or iCloud/iWork—you 
feel most comfortable in). Keynote has Magic Move; styles for 
characters, lists, paragraphs, and objects (much like the styles in 
Pages and Word); tables with full spreadsheet capabilities; and the 

capability to set the start and end times for audio and video. 
PowerPoint has that wonderful Arrange > Reorder Overlapping 
Objects command and an interface that will feel much more 
comfortable to anyone who’s used to PowerPoint 2011 or the 
Windows version of PowerPoint. But ultimately both are fine (if 
slightly flawed) tools for creating modern presentations, and 
there’s no wrong answer.


View full product specs »
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Roman Loyola posted the following article to macworld.com on 
July 16, 2015. tinyurl.com/pvcxfjr. © IDG Consumer & SMB. He has  
covered technology since the early 1990s. His career started at 
MacUser, & he's worked for MacAddict, Mac|Life, TechTV, & PC/
Computing. 
Hands-On With Notes 4 In El Capitan  
It's a little bigger, and that may make it more useful to more 
people. 

By Roman Loyola 
Apple’s Notes is reportedly one of the most popular apps on the 
Mac. Makes sense, since it comes with every Mac and it syncs 
between your Macs and iOS devices. It’s a lightweight app good 
for jotting things down.

I stopped using Notes a long time ago in favor of Evernote. I don’t 
think I’m going to drop Evernote anytime soon; I have too many 
notes saved in Evernote to completely abandon it. But I am 
interested in the new features in Notes 4 to see how it can fit into 
my workflow.

Jason Snell took a look at Notes 4 in his first look of the El Capitan 
public beta. Here, I’ll take a closer look at the changes and new 
features. This is beta software, so things in Notes 4 can change 
between now and the final release. This article will be updated to 
reflect any changes.

Growing up 
Just in case you don’t know or forgot, here’s what version 3 of 
Notes on the Mac looks like. (Of course, you can always fire it up 
yourself. Notes 3 in Yosemite is located in the Applications folder.)


Notes 3 doesn’t do a whole lot. Your note entries appear on the left 
and the contents of each note appears on the right (you can also 
double-click a note to open it in its own window). The formatting 
tools are basic. You can add images, but PDFs and other non-
image files like audio or video files appear as “inactive” 
attachments.
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Notes 4 allows you to do more. Its user interface is reminiscent of 
another Apple app, Mail. Notes 4 features three panes, with the left 
pane of folders, a middle pane showing the notes in the the 
selected folder, and a viewer on the right. There’s a button to hide 
or show the folders pane, so you can switch between two and 
three pane views.

The most important change to Notes is that a notes file is more 
robust. Instead of treating files like videos, audio, and PDFs as if 
they were attachments, they are “active” in a note. Videos and 
audio appear in an embedded player and can be played within a 
note instead of launching an external player. When you drag a PDF 
into a note, the pages of the PDF appear in the Notes file.

Attachments Browser 
Apps like Evernote, Yojimbo, and OneNote are used for notes, but 
they’re often used as a repository for your random bits of data—
web links, images, files that you want to use later, but don’t really 
have a place to put them right now.

The new Attachment Browser helps Notes 4 move towards being 
that repository. Click on the Attachment Browser button, and a 
window with six tabs opens. Here, the file attachments for all of 
your notes are viewable; click on each tab to see its respective file 

type. The Browser makes it a lot easier to spot a file if you don’t 
remember its name, which prevents you from finding it in search.

Other changes 
You can instantly make a checklist by selecting the items in your 
note and then clicking on the “Make a checklist” button. Next to 
that button is a new formatting button. There’s also a Photos 
button that pops up a window so you can access pictures in the 
Photos app.


The Share button throughout El Capitan now lists Notes, so you 
can send items into the Notes app. For example, I looked up 
locations in Maps and sent them to Notes via the Share button. I 
can quickly access those locations in the Map Locations section of 
Notes’ Attachment Browser.


The Share button now includes Notes, so you can send data like 
map locations directly into the app.


Those are the major changes to Notes. We’ll keep an eye on the 
developments and update this article accordingly up through the 
final release of El Capitan.
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Jason Snell posted the following article to sixcolors.com on July 9, 
2015. tinyurl.com/phf8n9g. © The Incomparable Inc. Jason has 
been a technology writer for more than 20 years and has a 
Master's degree in journalism. He was Macworld Editorial Director. 

Hands On With Photos For Mac 1.1 
By Jason Snell  

Due as a part of El Capitan this fall, and available right now as a 
public beta is the first major update to Photos for Mac, the 
replacement for iPhoto and Aperture that Apple launched earlier 
this year. 

Here are the major additions you can expect to see in Photos 
when 1.1 arrives this fall (or when you install the public beta, 
depending on your enthusiasm): 


Geotagging. Yes, in Photos 1.1 you can add a location to an 
image or batch of images that weren’t geotagged, as well as edit 
the location of data of already-geotagged images. To do this, you 
open the Inspector window. A not-yet-geotagged image will offer a 
section of the window labeled Assign a Location. Clicking in this 
area will let you enter a street address or a name of a point of 
interest, and Photos will search Apple’s Maps database. If that 
location isn’t good enough for you, you can always click on the pin 
and drag it around the map, placing it wherever you like. 

For photos that have already been geotagged, you can click on the 
location label above the map in order to search for a new location, 

or just click on the pin and drag it to a new location. This behavior 
works whether you’ve got one item selected, or many. 


Batch titling. If you want to name a whole bunch of images in one 
go, you can do that, too. Just select a bunch of images and, again 
from the Inspector window, click in the Add a Title field and add 
your title. (There doesn’t appear to be a way to apply something 
like a unique serial number (i.e., Photo 1 followed by Photo 2) in a 
batch.) 


Album sorting. In the first release of Photos, albums could be 
sorted in one way: by date, with the oldest on top. In the Photos 
1.1 public beta, you can now sort photo albums by date with either 
the oldest or newest on top, or alternatively you can sort the 
photos by title. Apple says other sorting options may arrive before 
Photos 1.1 ships, but I’m not sure what they might be. 


Editing extensions. Photos will support image-editing extensions 
written by third-party developers. Like the built-in editing tools, 
you can actually stack multiple extensions while editing a photo, 
so you can combine third-party editing extensions with Apple’s 
own tools to get exactly the image that you want to see. 

Apple says editing extensions will be available from the Mac App 
store, either bundled with an existing app or distributed as 
standalone extensions. I haven’t had a chance to try any editing 
extensions out, unfortunately, so I can’t report more about this 
feature yet. 


Other stuff. Apple says you’ll be able to batch organize Faces, 
letting you drag multiple photos onto a Face to assign them to that 
person, but I couldn’t make that work in this beta. Apple also says 
that large libraries can launch up to 40 percent faster than in 
Photos 1.0, something I won’t be able to verify until I upgrade one 
of my primary photo libraries to the public beta. 

[Want to learn more about Photos for Mac? Buy my book, “Photos 
for Mac: A Take Control Crash Course”. And yes, I plan on 
updating it when Photos 1.1 gets closer to shipping.]  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Jason Snell posted the following article to macworld.com on July 
23, 2015. tinyurl.com/odath4x. © Mac Publishing, LLC. Jason has 
been a technology writer for more than 20 years and has a 
Master's degree in journalism. He was Macworld Editorial Director. 

With Split View In El Capitan, Going Full Screen 
Makes Sense  
It's got major potential, but also a few kinks to work out. Jason 
Snell explains.  

By Jason Snell 

One of the more interesting features of OS X El Capitan is the new 
Split View, which lets you run two apps side by side without any 
distractions (other than the other app, of course). It’s sort of like 
full-screen mode, except with two apps.


I’ve never been a huge fan of Full Screen Mode, mostly because I 
am frequently switching between at least two apps. But adding a 
second app to Full Screen Mode gives the feature an extra 
dimension that makes it much more intriguing to me. 


It’s not just that the new feature allows Full Screen Mode to now 
encompass all of the tasks I perform by switching between two 
apps, though I do spend an awful lot of time looking at webpages 
while writing stories. It’s also that, at least on my 27-inch retina 
iMac, it’s an awful waste of space. 


To bring Split View to El Capitan, Apple has modified Full Screen 
Mode so that it can display two apps at once. Technically it makes 
sense. OS X already has one weird mode where apps disappear 
from the normal desktop metaphor, so why not just extend the 
capabilities of that mode?


The problem is that some of the underlying assumptions of Full 
Screen Mode can’t be made in Split View, and that leads to some 
really weird interface issues in the El Capitan public beta. (This is 
as good a time as any to remind you that this is just a beta, and 
there’s plenty of time for Apple to address weird interface issues 
before the OS X 10.11 ships this fall.) 


Most of the issues seem to be around the concept of which app is 
active. On the normal Mac desktop, you can tell which app is 
active by shading cues (the active window usually has a shaded 
title bar and the “stoplight” buttons in the left corner are only 
colors in the active window) and by the name of the app in the left 
corner of the menu bar, right next to the Apple logo.


So how does an app indicate that it’s active in Full Screen Mode? 
It’s a trick question, because there’s only ever one app in Full 
Screen Mode. In Full Screen Mode, the menu bar is hidden unless 
you move your cursor up to the top of the screen, but it’s not 
necessary as a cue because there’s only ever one app running. 
Apps tend to hide most or all of their window chrome in Full 
Screen Mode, but again, losing those cues doesn’t matter 
because there’s only one app to use.


Except in El Capitan, when suddenly Full Screen Mode is now 
capable of running two apps at once.


When I was writing my first look at the El Capitan public beta, I 
used Split View to read Apple’s PDF reviewers guide in Preview 
while taking notes in Notes. Neither app displayed a traditional 
window title bar or toolbar unless I moved my cursor to the top of 
the screen. As a result, the only way I could tell that Notes was the 
active application was when I would see an insertion cursor 
blinking in my note.
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Apps behave differently when they’re active and not, a distinction 
that becomes more important in Split View. When I was taking 
notes in Notes, I was also scrolling through the PDF in Preview. 
Mac apps are happy to let you scroll through their content when 
they’re not active—just move your cursor over the content you’d 
like to scroll, put two fingers on your trackpad, and there it goes.


However, other behaviors aren’t allowed when an app isn’t active. 
If I wanted to zoom in on something in that PDF I was scrolling 
through, I couldn’t do it unless I clicked somewhere first. That click 
would make Preview active—though nothing on my screen would 
indicate that other than the fact that the insertion cursor in my 
Notes document would disappear—and then I could zoom and 
scroll.


The version of Split View coming in iOS 9 doesn’t suffer this 
problem, mostly because there’s no abstract pointing device on 
iOS. When you’re touching a window to zoom in, you’re touching it
—it becomes active immediately. But when I move my Mac cursor 
over a window in an app that’s not active, I can scroll (but not 
zoom) without ever “touching” it by clicking. Slightly different 
metaphor, and a very different experience.


I’m not sure what the solution is here—or if there is one. Since you 
can scroll content even when an app isn’t front most, maybe Apple 
needs to extend that functionality to cover other gestures. Maybe 
apps that support Full Screen Mode—including Apple’s—need to 
be modified to deal with the fact that they may now be sharing 
space with other apps. 


I still believe that Split View is going to be a productivity benefit to 
many Mac users. But it’s interesting to see how adding one new 
wrinkle to a longstanding OS feature can lead to some unintended 
and weird consequences. Here’s hoping most of these wrinkles are 
ironed out before El Capitan arrives in the fall.
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The New York Times Editorial Board posted the following article to 
nytimes.com on August. 21, 2015. tinyurl.com/nspulms. © The 
New York Times Company. 

Preparing For Life After Cable 
By New York Times Editorial Board 

In recent years, a lot of media and telecommunications executives 
dismissed the idea that Americans would stop subscribing to 
cable and satellite TV services. But the cord-cutting phenomenon 
can no longer be ignored. 

American cable and satellite companies collectively lost more than 
600,000 subscribers in the second quarter of this year, the biggest 
decline the industry has ever seen. Analysts expect the trend to 
accelerate as more people replace cable with Internet-based 
services like Netflix, HBO Now and Amazon, which are much 
cheaper than the traditional TV package offered by companies like 
Comcast and DirecTV. 

On the whole, cutting the cord with cable should benefit 
consumers. It will help people save money and gain more control 
over their entertainment by allowing them to pay only for what they 
want to watch. Many Americans chafe at having to pay about $67 
a month for dozens of TV channels they never use so they can 
watch a handful of shows. The price of cable and satellite TV 
service has roughly doubled over the last 20 years, rising about 
twice as fast as inflation, according to data from the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics. 

That said, many people won’t want to cut the cord, while others 
simply won’t be able to, at least not completely. Families with 
children may want the broad selection of channels traditional cable 
TV packages offer. And most consumers will still need a high-
speed Internet connection to use online services like Netflix. 
Although Americans now have more choices than ever for how 
they watch TV, about seven in 10 American households can only 
get broadband Internet service from one or two providers, usually 
cable and phone companies. 


In other words, the big telecom companies will still have plenty of 
leverage. Some analysts predict that as customers desert cable TV 
packages for Internet-based services, the telecom giants like 
Charter and AT&T will simply charge more for Internet access, 
wiping out some or all of the savings consumers had hoped for. 

That’s why it is important that Congress and the Federal 
Communications Commission push for more choices in the 
broadband market. Among other things, they should override laws 
some states have passed that make it difficult or impossible for 
municipalities to invest in broadband networks. State and local 
officials could also help by streamlining rules that make it hard for 
newer businesses to string fiber-optic cable on utility poles or 
below ground in order to compete with established cable and 
phone companies. 

There is no question that cord cutting will pose a challenge to 
established media companies. The stocks of Disney, Time Warner 
Cable and other companies fell sharply recently as investors 
decided they’d lose when Americans stopped paying for cable TV 
channels like ESPN and TBS. But TV programmers that adapt 
quickly to consumer tastes could profit. 

Media companies willing to offer shows, movies and sports 
outside the confines of a cable TV package can offset the revenue 
they lose from cord-cutters by tapping the market for online 
entertainment. They could also experiment with new formats that 
appeal to young people who spend much more time watching 
videos on their smartphones and computers than on televisions. 
Some companies are already moving in that direction. Recently, 
NBCUniversal, a division of Comcast, recently invested $200 
million in BuzzFeed, the digital media company. 

Customers are clearly saying that they want to watch and pay for TV 
in a different way. Regulators and media executives ought to heed 
and respond positively to that message — policy makers by 
encouraging more competition in the broadband market, and media 
businesses by making more of their content available online.  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Bradley Mitchell posted the following articles to about.com on 
August 28, 2015 & March 2, 2010.   &  tinyurl.com/blg4o3v. © 
about.com. He is a computer professional who has covered 
wireless and computer networking topics for About.com since 
1999. 

3G, 4G And 5G Wireless - An Introduction 
By Bradley-Mitchell 
An Introduction 
Wireless communication technology inside cell phones and other 
mobile devices has evolved over several decades. Dozens of 
different wireless connection and data transfer methods have been 
developed over the years - for improved speed, reach and/or 
reliability - although many are now obsolete.


The communications industry has classified these mobile network 
technologies into families spanning multiple generations.


Networks based on the second, third and fourth generations have 
been widely adopted across the world and are named 2G, 3G and 
4G, respectively.These names are commonly referenced by 
Internet providers, the press, and companies selling various mobile 
network products. Unfortunately, the dividing lines between each 
generation of mobile networking have been blurred repeatedly and 
perhaps intentionally by different parties in the industry, resulting in 
much confusion over terminology.


2G (and 1G) Mobile Networks Explained 
Wireless technology used in cell phones originally supported only 
voice phone calls. These cell networks were used in many cities 
across the world throughout the 1980s. No one called them 1G 
systems at the time, but still they represented the first generation 
of mobile networks.


GSM 
During the 1990s, as wireless communication technology 
improved, these original systems were gradually replaced with 
networks that supported data transfer in addition to voice traffic.


In technical terms, these newer networks employed digital signal 
processing rather than the analog signaling of the earlier 
generation, most based on a technology called Global Systems for 
Mobile Communication (GSM). The terms 1G and 2G (the 'G' not 
related at all to the term gigabit) were coined together during this 
period.


Wireless data networking and 2G GSM obviously exploded in 
popularity as people began using mobile devices to connect to the 
Internet and/or business networks. Unfortunately, the data transfer 
speeds of original GSM systems were only 35-50 Kbps, similar to 
the performance of old dialup modems.


IS-95 
An alternative to GSM, IS-95 was developed by Qualcomm during 
the 1990s, principally deployed in the United States and South 
Korea under its trademark name cdmaOne. The initial version of 
the standard (IS-95A) supported speeds of only about 14 Kbps but 
the later enhanced version (IS-95B) supported up to 115 Kbps. 
This 2G technology subsequently evolved into a set of 3G 
standard called CDMA2000 (see next page).


GPRS 
As the demand for cellular service grew, the industry refined these 
2G technologies to support a larger scale of users and additionally 
increase speed. One enhancement to GSM called General Packet 
Radio Service (GPRS), ratified by the industry in 1997. GPRS 
ultimately became known as 2.5G as this technology was capable 
of somewhat higher speeds (up to about 110 Kbps) than base 
GSM.
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EDGE 
Another offshoot of GPRS called Enhanced Data rates for GSM 
Evolution (EDGE) was introduced in 2003 and became known as 
2.75G as it represented another performance increase over GPRS 
(typically offering about 135 Kbps to customers). Though gradually 
being phased out, EDGE continues to be used on many mobile 
networks even today as is satisfies the basic needs of both 
carriers and users in various parts of the world.


Significant confusion over the classification of mobile technologies 
into generational families began with EDGE. In some parts of the 
world, the final incarnation of EDGE technology is called 2.9G 
instead of 2.75G signifying the incremental improvements made to 
it in the years after its initial rollout. However, some also include 
EDGE on the list of 3G technologies (see next page).


3G Mobile Networks Explained 
The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) created an 
industry-wide specification for 3G networking called IMT-2000, 
ratified in the year 2000.


Because EDGE technology (see previous page) was introduced at 
the same time other 3G technologies were competing for 
popularity and met the minimum technical requirements of 
IMT-2000, it was often included in press and industry marketing 
coverage of 3G.


However, two other technologies significantly exceeded the 
minimum spec requirements for 3G and so became the primary 
platforms for 3G mobile wireless systems: CDMA2000, and 
Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS).


CDMA2000 
CDMA2000 became an official standard in 1999, leveraging 
technology from the earlier IS-95 (2G) standard. The first wave of 

CDMA2000 deployments, at the time called CDMA2000 1X (or 
sometimes 1xRTT), supported data rates up to 153 Kbps.


An offshoot CDMA standard, IS-856, enhanced the original 
CDMA2000 system by increasing speeds of data traffic. This 
technology eventually became known as Evolution Data Optimized 
(EV-DO) .Three forms of EV-DO - rev0, revA and revB - were 
successively developed and deployed to many mobile networks 
during the 2000s, each one offering additional speed 
enhancements over the preceding version. Original EV-DO offered 
theoretical speeds up to 2.4 Mbps, revA increased that limit to 3.1 
Mbps, while the final revB version offers more than 10 Mbps.


As with most wireless systems, the actual speeds of EV-DO vary 
greatly under field conditions and tend to be significantly less than 
these maximum numbers, often performing at rates less than 1 
Mbps.


UMTS 
As a competing technology to CDMA2000, the original UMTS 
(sometimes also called W-CDMA) networks were designed for 
higher reliability wireless connections in return for somewhat lower 
data speeds. The first UMTS networks offered theoretical data 
rates of 384 Kbps. An enhanced version of UMTS called High-
Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) improved the 
performance of connections in the downsteram (but not the uplink) 
direction. HSDPA became a mainstream technology in 2006 with 
increased speeds up to 1.8 Mbps. Further enhancements to 
HSDPA eventually increased its download data rates up to 21 
Mbps. HSDPA is often designated as a 3.5G technology given its 
significant improvements over base 3G mobile networks.


Another form of UMTS called High Speed Packet Access (HSPA) 
emerged on mobile networks in the 2000s as providers combined 
HSDPA and the corresponding HSUPA technology for faster 
uplinks. The original HSPA supported up to 14 Mbps download 
and 5.7 Mbps upload data rates.
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An enhancement to the HSPA standard called HSPA+ was ratified 
in 2008, increasing the theoretical maximum data rates to 84 Mbps 
downlink and 10.8 Mbps uplink.. Some mobile providers marketed 
their HSPA+ based phone services as 3.7G. Airtel in Africa has 
marketed theirs as 3.75G.


As further explained on the next page, WiMAX and initial versions 
of LTE (Long Term Evolution) technology were heavily promoted as 
4G but did not meet the full 4G technical specifications. Some 
people apply the 3.9G designation to these systems as a way to 
distinguish them from true 4G networks.


4G Mobile Networks Explained 
Following their earlier work on creating the IMT-2000 specification 
for 3G (see previous page), in 2008 the International 
Telecommunication Union (ITU) created the new specification for 
4G, called IMT-Advanced. The 4G standard sets several 
requirements for mobile networks including mandating the use of 
Internet Protocol (IP) for data traffic and minimum data rates of 100 
Mbps.


The industry originally referred to several different cellular 
networking technologies as 4G, but today, 4G has become 
synonymous with LTE (Long Term Evolution).


Several telecommunications companies including Clearwire 
Corporation and Sprint Corporation invested in a competing 
technology to LTE called WiMAX. A basic WiMAX installation 
offered customers maximum speeds up to 128 Mbps download 
and 56 Mbps for uploads.Several large WiMAX networks were built 
and deployed to consumers in 2008 (following an initial rollout in 
South Korea in 2006), but these networks are been phased out in 
favor of LTE.


LTE deployments began in 2010. While theoretically capable of 
100 Mbps download speeds, initial rollouts tended to perform at 

rates closer to 10 Mbps, but as providers improve their 
infrastructure these rates have been improving on average.


Because the original versions of LTE and WiMAX both supported 
only about 50 Mbps maximum in the uplink direction, an industry 
debate ensued claiming that neither could claim the 4G 
designation. An official assessment of the ITU in 2010 agreed with 
this position, although ITU later relaxed their position as 4G quickly 
became a de-facto designation heavily marketed by both LTE and 
WiMAX providers.


The next version of LTE, called LTE Advanced promises speeds 
much higher 100 Mbps plus various other technical 
enhancements. LTE Advanced rollouts should progress through 
the mid-2010s as some providers upgrade their original LTE 
installations and others migrate directly from older 3G systems.


5G Mobile Networks Explained 
While the term 5G appears in the news occasionally, these 
technology standards are in early stages of development and likely 
to appear in the market only by 2020 at the earliest. Goals for 
future 5G include significantly faster speeds (a minimum of 1 Gbps 
and perhaps up to 10 Gbps) plus lower power requirements to 
better support huge numbers of new Internet of Things (IoT) 
devices.


Competition exists among groups in United States, Europe and 
Asia to be the leaders in 5G technology development.


Meanwhile, as 4G evolves, it's also likely that newer versions of 
LTE will eventually be marketed as "5G" ahead of true 5G rollouts. 
And if 4G technology progresses well, the need for a new 
generation of mobile networks could be pushed out further in the 
future.
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Can't Connect To The Internet? 
Finding and fixing Internet connection problems 
By Bradley Mitchell 
When you suddenly can't connect to the Internet, any of several 
things could be wrong. Use this checklist to find and solve 
common Internet connection problems.


1.  Are You Overlooking the Obvious? 
Unplugged or loose network cables are 
easy to miss yet one of the most common 
reasons you might suddenly find yourself 
unable to connect to the Internet. That's 
not a problem on wireless networks, but 
on most laptops the Wi-Fi radio can be 
inadvertently shut off instead. On home 

networks, it's also possible someone unplugged the router.


Action - Ensure your wired or wireless network hardware is 
switched on and plugged in.


2.  Rule Out False Alarms 
What may seem to be a network problem connecting to the 
Internet is sometimes simply a Web site (or whatever server is on 
the other end of the connection) being temporarily offline.


Action - Before assuming your Internet connection is faulty, try 
visiting several popular Web sites rather than just one.


3.  Avoid IP Address Conflicts 
If your computer and another on the network both have the same 
IP address, the conflict between them will prevent either from 
working properly online.


Action - To resolve an IP conflict, follow these instructions to 
release and renew your IP address. If your network uses static IP 
addresses, manually change your IP to a different number. More »


4.  Check for Computer Firewall Malfunctions 
Firewall software running on most computers is intended to 
prevent unwanted network traffic from disrupting its operation. 
Unfortunately, these software firewalls can malfunction and start 
blocking valid Internet traffic. When two software firewalls, such as 
Windows Firewall plus a third-party product, are installed on the 
same computer, contention between the two can also incorrectly 
block traffic.


Action - If you've recently installed or upgraded software firewalls 
on your computer, temporarily disable them to determine whether 
it may be the cause of Internet connection problems.


5.  Are You Outside of Wireless Signal Range? 
The performance of Wi-Fi network connections depends on 
distance between the device and the wireless access point. The 
further away a Wi-Fi device, the slower the local connection 
generally runs, until it breaks altogether. Wireless signal 
interference in the area can also limit the effective range of a Wi-Fi 
connection. Whenever you're unable to reach the access point, 
you also can't connect to the Internet, obviously.


Action - Use one of these options to measure the strength of your 
wireless signal and try these ideas to expand the range of your Wi-
Fi. More »


6.  Has Your Wireless Network Configuration Changed? 
Wi-Fi networks with encryption options like WPA or WEP turned on 
require computers to use matching security keys when 
connecting. If someone changes the encryption keys or 
passphrase on the access point, devices that worked before will 
suddenly be unable to establish sessions and Internet 
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connections. Likewise (though less likely), if the access point 
settings are changed to require using a specific Wi-Fi channel 
number, some computers may be unable to discover it.


Action - Confirm the Wi-Fi channel number and encryption keys 
on your router have not recently changed (check with the network 
administrator if necessary). When using a hotspot, follow the 
provider's instructors for signing on carefully.


7.  Check for Broadband Router or Access Point Malfunctions 
Home networks that use broadband routers are easier to manage 
than those without one, but technical glitches with the router can 
also prevent computers from connecting to the Internet. Router 
failures are caused by overheating, excessive traffic, or simply an 
older unit going bad. Typical symptoms of a flaky router include 
computers on the network not being able to obtain IP addresses, 
or the router console not responding to requests.


Action - Check the router's lights and console if possible to 
ensure it is running and responding properly. Troubleshoot and 
reset the router if necessary.


8.  Are You Being Blocked By Your Service Provider? 
Internet Service Providers (ISPs) can choose to block access from 
your account if you fail to make payment or otherwise violate the 
provider's Terms of Service. Especially when using paid hotspots 
that charge by the hour or day, sometimes people forget to keep 
their subscription updated. Other common reasons an ISP might 
block your account include exceeding bandwidth caps, sending 
spam email, and downloading illegal or inappropriate content.


Action - Contact your ISP if you suspect your account has been 
blocked.


9.  Cope with Computer Glitches 
Computers, too, suffer from technical glitches. Although relatively 
uncommon nowadays, a computer's network adapter hardware 
might suddenly fail due to overheating or age. Failures in the 
operating system software that control the adapter, on the other 
hand, can occur frequently especially with computers that are 
heavily used. Viruses and worms also may disable or block a 
computer's network interfaces from functioning properly. Finally, if 
using a laptop or other mobile device, transporting it from one 
location to another can corrupt the state of its network.


Action - Check the computer for malware and remove any found. 
On Windows computers, try resetting the network connection. 
Reboot the computer if necessary.


10.  Contact Your Internet Service Provider 
Those using satellite Internet service may notice they can't 
connect to the Internet during periods of very bad weather. 
Providers in dense urban areas (including cellular Internet carriers) 
sometimes are unable to support peaks in network traffic that 
causes sporadic outages for some customers. Finally, those who 
subscribe to newer or more complex forms of Internet services 
(such as fixed wireless broadband) may experience more 
downtime than others as providers encounter more issues with 
relatively less mature equipment.


Action - If all else fails, contact your Internet provider to verify 
whether they are experiencing an outage. Some providers also 
give advice on troubleshooting problems connecting to their 
network (sometimes for a fee).
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Brian X. Chen posted the following article to nytimes.com on 
September 2, 2015.tinyurl.com/p2uata7. © The New York Times 
Company. He is a technology reporter at The New York Times, 
author of Always On, and has been a technology commentator on 
a number of radio and television programs. 

Choosing the Best Smartphone Plan for You 
By Brian X. Chen  

The American wireless industry is increasingly redefining the word 
“simple” in the same way that the food industry rendered the word 
“natural” absurd.


Consider that when you pick up “natural” pancake syrup from the 
grocery store, chances are that one of the listed ingredients will be 
“natural flavoring” — an oxymoron.


Similarly, when you shop for a wireless phone plan today, chances 
are that the carrier’s marketing contains the word “simple.” But 
when you browse the numerous options and fees, you’ll find they 
are anything but. Instead, we may be hitting peak complexity with 
phone plans.


“Never before has the pricing been so complicated with all the 
carriers,” said Toni Toikka, whose research firm Alekstra analyzes 
wireless bills and who recently created a giant spreadsheet of 
phone plans. “This is the first time in carrier history that the carriers 
have been able to build that kind of a maze that even I get really 
confused.”


So we worked to boil down which plans are worth paying attention 
to, especially as consumers may be shopping for new phones and 
carrier plans after Apple unveils new iPhones on Sept. 9. The main 
takeaway: In terms of price and network quality, AT&T has the best 
deals right now for both individual subscribers and families.


To see how we arrived at that conclusion, it’s worth understanding 
how once relatively straightforward phone plans became 
complicated ones with all manner of fees and choices.


Death of 2-Year Contract 

The big change in wireless plans began with the departure from 
the two-year contract, which was a standard plan several years 
ago. Under the contract, people paid a one-time subsidized price 
for a cellphone upfront, and then a monthly fee for a wireless plan, 
including minutes, text messages and data. After two years, you 
would be eligible to buy a new phone at a subsidized rate and you 
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would continue to pay the same monthly wireless fee, whether you 
upgraded to a new phone or not.


In 2013, T-Mobile said it would abandon the two-year contract to 
make phone plans cheaper and more transparent, while 
eliminating annoying charges like termination fees. T-Mobile 
instead chose to break out the full cost of a phone from the cost of 
the data plan. AT&T, Verizon Wireless and Sprint soon followed 
suit.


“We’re finally seeing companies move away from these one-way, 
unfair, nontransparent contracts,” Mike Sievert, the chief operating 
officer of T-Mobile, said in an interview.


The new plans are called contract-free or “equipment installment 
plans,” which typically have four main costs: the price of the data 
plan, the cost of the device spread over monthly installments, the 
activation fee for each phone and the monthly cost for each phone 
line (also called the network-access fee).


Prices vary by carrier, and over time, the fees can shift. Once you 
finish paying off the cost of the phone, for example, that fee is 
removed from your bill and you pay a lower monthly rate for your 
phone bill. In some cases, you can choose to upgrade to a new 
device when you’ve paid off the phone.


For a flavor of the complexity of these plans, look at Verizon’s 
three-gigabyte contract-free plan. It costs $45 a month for the 
data. Each smartphone added to the plan is $20 a month. There is 
an equipment payment plan to pay off the smartphone over two 
years — the iPhone 6 costs $650, or $27 a month spread over two 
years. Altogether, you pay at least $92 a month. After paying off 
the device, you would subtract the $27 equipment charge from 
your monthly bill.


Contract-Free Plans 

One aspect of contract-free plans that consumers should be aware 
of: Some can actually cost more than a two-year contract plan.


Take an individual AT&T customer who has an iPhone 6 with five 
gigabytes of data on a two-year contract. Over the two years, the 
customer would pay about $2,405 total ($200 upfront for the 
iPhone, $50 a month for the data plan, a $45 activation fee and 
$40 a month for the network access fee).


For someone who chooses the five-gigabyte plan on AT&T’s Next 
18 installment plan, which spreads phone payments over two 
years, the customer would pay $2,465 over two years ($27.09 a 
month for the iPhone, a $15 activation fee, $25 a month for the 
network access fee and $50 a month for the data plan).


The difference in price comes from the monthly rates and 
activation fees. The monthly rate for the installment plan is higher 
than the monthly rate for the two-year contract, whereas the 
activation fee is higher on the two-year contract than the contract-
free plan.


Some consumers also don’t hang on to their device long enough 
to enjoy the monthly price drop that happens when they pay off 
their device fee in a contract-free plan, which typically happens 
two years into owning a device. That’s because they then 
immediately upgrade to another device instead of taking 
advantage of the data plan’s price decline.


“Do you know anyone who keeps their handsets for three years?” 
Mr. Toikka asked, adding that it makes little sense for consumers 
to pay off their phones in less than two years, since it costs 
nothing extra to spread the payments out.


Then there are times when the contract-free plans are better deals 
than the two-year contract. Take a family of four, each with an 
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iPhone 6, on a 15-gigabyte data plan and on a two-year contract 
with AT&T, who would pay $7,240 over two years. On a contract-
free plan like AT&T’s Next 18, they would pay $6,501 over two 
years.


All of this is hardly intuitive. Glenn Lurie, AT&T Mobility’s chief 
executive, suggested that the plans’ designs were driven by the 
desire to give consumers options. “We obviously want to give our 
customers choice, and it’s really, really important that we do that.”


But when I asked whether consumers might be confused, he said, 
“We simplified significantly, so no.”


The Bottom Line 

After comparing phone plans, Mr. Toikka determined that AT&T’s 
current plans offer the best value for individuals and families — 
though there are caveats.


T-Mobile and Sprint offer the lowest prices. But Mr. Toikka 
recommended AT&T or Verizon because of their broader network 
coverage and because they offer similar pricing to each other. 
Where AT&T wins is with a benefit called rollover data, which lets 
unused data from one month be rolled over into the next month, 
giving consumers more value over time.


Press officers for Verizon, Sprint and T-Mobile cited their own data 
points. Verizon says third-party metrics had shown its network was 
faster and more reliable than AT&T’s, while Sprint said of its 
network that “improvements are real and happening.” T-Mobile 
says its network coverage has grown and its plans offer more data, 
among other benefits.


Among AT&T’s plans, Mr. Toikka recommends that a family of four 
pick AT&T’s Next 18 contract-free plan with 15 gigabytes of data. 
For individuals, he suggests AT&T’s Next 18 contract-free plan with 

five gigabytes of data. (AT&T’s two-year contract with five 
gigabytes for an individual is barely cheaper, so it’s worth paying a 
little extra to stay off contract, he said.)


He picked those based on pricing, the average amount of data 
used by a consumer (roughly three gigabytes a month) and the 
average smartphone upgrade cycle of two years. In other words, 
those plans should have enough data for most people and also 
allow for device upgrades every two years.


There are caveats. For one, carriers change their prices frequently, 
and many of the prices are limited-time offers.


There is also no one-size-fits-all phone plan, because it depends 
on the quality of each carrier’s network in your area, how much 
data you consume and the number of lines on the plan.


So consumers should study their phone bills to calculate the 
average amount of data they used over the last year. They should 
look up each carrier’s coverage maps online to see if the network 
has strong coverage where they live or work. Then they should 
work out the math and the cost over two years.


“Selecting a cellphone plan is the most complicated financial 
transaction that a consumer will ever make,” Mr. Toikka said.  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Ben Patterson posted the following article to macworld.com on 
August 28, 2015. tinyurl.com/o23uwe8. © Mac Publishing.LLC. A 
former senior editor at CNET, he has been covering technology for 
more than 17 years. His articles have appeared in TIME, PC 
Magazine, PCWorld, Wired, Mac|Life, and more. 

6 Only-For-iPad Gestures You Need To Know  
By Ben Patterson 
While every iPhone gesture will work on an iPad, not every iPad 
gesture will work on an iPhone—and some of the lesser-known but 
most interesting iOS gestures happen to be iPad-only.


Read on for six handy gestures for iPad—and only for iPad—
starting with...


Swipe up with four (or five) fingers 

Any iPhone or iPad user knows the shortcut to the iOS 
multitasking screen—that is, the screen that lets you swipe back 
and forth between all your running apps. Double-tap the Home 
button, and you’ll see all your background apps displayed as a 
series of swipeable cards.


Here’s an easy way to get to the iPad’s multitasking screen: swipe up with four or five fingers. 

All well and good, but there’s another (and arguably easier) way to 
the multitasking screen for iPad users: just swipe up with four or 
five fingers.


When you do so, you’ll zip directly to iOS’s multitasking view; tap a 
card to switch apps, or swipe down again with four (or five) fingers 
to return to the app you were just using.


Note: Is the four-finger swipe not working for you? If not, make 
sure you have the iPad’s Multitasking Gestures setting enabled. 
Launch Settings, then toggle on the Multitasking Gestures switch.


Swipe one way or another with four or five fingers 

If you want to switch apps without dealing with iOS’s multitasking 
screen, try this: Using four or five fingers, swipe from left to right or 
right to left.


Swipe with four or five fingers to switch directly between apps, no multitasking 
screen required. 

When you do, you’ll start cycling through all your open apps, one 
after another—no need to tap the Home button.


Pinch the screen with five fingers 

Here’s yet another inventive way for iPad users to avoid touching 
the Home key. To get back to the home screen at any time, just 
“pinch” with all five fingers. (If you can’t quite picture how a five-
finger pinch works, try this: open your hand about halfway, touch 
all five fingers on the screen, then slowly pull your fingertips 
together.)
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With the iPad’s five-finger pinch gesture, you can get to the home screen 
without pressing the Home button. 

When you do, the app you’re using will shrink and disappear, 
revealing the home screen.


Swipe from left to right within an open Mail message 

While viewing the iPad’s Mail app in “landscape” orientation (that 
is, with your iPad in a lengthwise position), you’ll see your inbox in 
a pane on the left side of the screen, with your open messages 
filling the rest of the display.


You can reveal your Mail inbox with a quick swipe within a mail 
message.


If you turn your iPad so it’s in “portrait” orientation, however, the 
inbox pane will disappear, leaving only your currently open 
message. To see the inbox again, you’ll have to tap the inbox 
arrow in the top-left corner of the page...


...or, just do this: Make a short swipe gesture from left to right 
within the body of a message.


When you do, the inbox pane will quickly slide into view.


Once you’re ready to hide the inbox pane again, just swipe again 
in the body of the open message, this time from right to left.


Pull the keypad apart with your fingertips 

If you’ve ever tried typing on the iPad’s virtual keypad using your 
thumbs, you’ll know that it’s an exercise in futility... or at least, it is 
for those of us who lack Mr. Fantastic’s super-elastic limbs.


Trouble typing on your iPad? Splitting the keyboard might do the trick. 

That said, if you’re really determined to go all-thumbs on your 
iPad’s keyboard, here’s a trick: Hold the keypad with a fingertip on 
each side, then pull the keyboard apart.


When you do, the keypad will split into two separate halves, 
making typing with your thumbs a whole lot easier.


If you can’t manage to split the keypad with your fingers, tap 
Settings > General > Keyboards, then toggle on the Split Keyboard 
setting.


Tap, hold, and swipe your Safari tabs 

Unlike on the smaller iPhone screen, Safari for iPad boasts actual 
desktop-like tabs along the top browser toolbar, perfect for quickly 
switching between tabs or closing a tab.


You can rearrange Safari tabs on your iPad the same as you can 
on Safari for Mac.
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Also, just like browser tabs on the desktop version of Safari (or just 
about any browser, for that matter), your Safari for iPad tabs can 
easily be rearranged any way you like.


Just tap and hold a tab, then drag it one way or the other. As you 
do, your other Safari tabs will scoot out of the way.


Bonus: Drag more icons into the home-screen dock 

On both the iPhone and iPad, you can drag and drop any apps 
you want in and out of the home-screen dock (the little gray stripe 
sitting at the bottom of the screen). Indeed, you can even drag all 
four apps out of the dock if you want, leaving the bottom of your 
iPhone or iPad home screen empty.


You can drag a fifth or even sixth icon into the iPad’s home screen dock. 

Unlike the iPhone, though, the iPad doesn’t restrict you to just four 
apps in the home-screen dock. Go ahead and tap, hold, and drag 
a fifth app into the dock—or a sixth, if you’re feeling particularly 
daring.


Bonus: Flick the side switch to lock the screen 

No, flipping the switch on the side of your iOS device to mute the 
volume isn’t a gesture that’s unique to the iPad—that is, unless 

you count a special, secondary side-switch feature that only the 
iPad can do.


The iPad’s side switch can do more than just mute the volume. 

First, tap Settings > General, find the “Use Slide Switch to” 
heading, then tap Lock Rotation.


Now, go ahead and flick the iPad’s side switch—and when you do, 
you’ll lock the screen’s orientation in place.


It’s the same feature as you’ll find in the swipe up Control Center 
(swipe up from the bottom of the screen, then tap the button with 
the padlock), just minus the extra swipes and taps.
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Daniel Nations posted the following articles to about.com in, I 
believe, 2010. tinyurl.com/ng7xsof, tinyurl.com/o4vomhn & 
tinyurl.com/n9egpyp. © About.com. He has been writing, 
programming and following technology since back in the 
Commodore Vic 20 days. 

My iPad Keeps Asking For Its Password 
By Daniel Nations 

Are you having a problem 
where your iPad keeps 
asking you for a password? 
If you haven't set up a 
passcode for your iPad and 
the prompt for the password 
contains your iTunes email 
address just above the input 
box for the password, the 
iPad is prompting you to log 
into your Apple ID, which is 
your iTunes account. This 

issue commonly occurs after an app download or update was 
interrupted, keeping the iPad from fully downloading the latest 
version of the app, and it is usually easy to solve. 


Before we get started, it is important to make sure the iPad is 
asking for your Apple ID.   If you are prompted for your iCloud 
password, you can follow these directions to fix the issue. 


First: Reboot the iPad.


This first troubleshooting step with most problems is to reboot the 
iPad. Not only can this solve the problem, but it will flush the 
memory and make sure we are working on a clean slate. You can 
reboot the iPad by holding down the Sleep/Wake button at the top 
of the iPad for several seconds. This will prompt you to slide a 
button to power down, and then you can simply hold down the 
same button to restart the iPad.  Get Detailed Instructions for 
Rebooting the iPad 


Look for 'Waiting' Apps


If the problem persists, the iPad will probably prompt you to log in 
as soon as you get back to the home screen. Our next step is to 
scroll through the pages and look inside of folders for an app with 
the word "Waiting" below it. This is an app that is caught in the 
middle of a download. 


Once you find an app stuck on the download, you can safely log in 
to iTunes the next time you are prompted. This will finish the 
download and should solve the problem. 


Note: You can log in to iTunes even if you don't spot an app stuck 
on a download. This will solve most problems, and it is usually just 
an app that you missed. 

Open iBooks and Newsstand


Sometimes, it is a book or magazine causing the problem rather 
than an app. Simply launching iBooks and Newsstand will usually 
solve the problem, but just in case, you should scan through the 
contents to see if any item is stuck on "Waiting". 


If you do spot a book or magazine stuck on a download, you can 
log into iTunes. This should clear up the problem. 


Reset Your iTunes Store Login


In addition to a stuck download, the problem can also be caused 
by problems with your iTunes store login. To correct these, you'll 
simply need to log out of the iTunes store and log in again. 


You can log out of your account by going into settings and 
choosing Store from the left-side menu. On the store page, simply 
touch where it says "Apple ID:" followed by your iTunes Account 
email address. This will give you the option to Sign Out. Once 
signed out, you can choose to sign back in and the problem 
should be solved. 
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Still Having Problems?


If the problem does persist, it may be time to take a more 
aggressive approach. Some issues cannot be solved through 
simple troubleshooting, but almost every problem except those 
caused by hardware issues can be solved by wiping your iPad and 
then restoring it from a backup. 


The first step of this process is to make sure you have a recent 
backup. You can do this by syncing your iPad to iTunes or backing 
up your iPad to iCloud. 


Next, you will want to reset your iPad back to factory default. 


Last, you will simply restore the iPad by setting it up just like you 
did when it was new. If you backed up the iPad to iCloud, you will 
be asked during the process if you want to restore from the 
backup. If you synced the iPad with iTunes, simply sync it again 
once you have finished the initialization process. 





How To Use Facetime On The iPad  
By Daniel Nations 
The front-facing camera doesn't have quite the same picture 
clar i ty as the back-facing camera, but i t is perfect 
for videoconferencing. For those wondering how to use FaceTime 
on the iPad, it's actually rather simple. The primary requirement to 
FaceTime with someone else who owns an iPhone, iPad or a Mac 
is to have their email address programmed into your iPad's 
contacts list. This tells FaceTime how to reach them and can be 
thought of as their FaceTime phone number. 


After launching the FaceTime app, you will be taken to a screen 
that shows the front-facing camera at work. On the right side of 
the screen is your contacts list, which you will use to pick out who 

to call. If the person you want to connect with is not on the list, 
you can add them by hitting the button with the plus ("+") sign in 
the upper-right corner. (One nice feature of iOS 5 is the sharing of 
information through the cloud, which can help keep your contacts 
from your iPhone to your iPad in sync.) 


iPad Tips Every Owner Should Know


Because you don't place calls on the iPad, there's no need to fill in 
the person's phone number. Simply add their First and Last name 
and include the email address they have associated with their 
Apple ID. 


To place a call, simply tap on the email address shown in the 
contact description. This will notify the person of the incoming 
request for FaceTime. Once they accept, the video conference will 
begin. 


Note: FaceTime for the iPad uses the Internet to connect, so you 
will need to be connected to the Internet to place a FaceTime call. 

How to Get the Most Out of the iPad


Want to FaceTime on two devices connected to the same Apple 
ID? Find out how! 


Do you want to place calls between two iDevices using the same 
Apple ID? By default, all devices connected to the same Apple ID 
utilize the primary email address associated with that Apple ID. 
This emails they'll all ring if a FaceTime call is placed to that email 
address. It also means you can't place a class between two 
devices, just as you can't use one home phone to place a call to 
your house and answer it with another phone.


But luckily, Apple has provided a rather easy workaround for 
placing FaceTime calls on the same Apple ID.


To place a FaceTime call between two of your Apple devices, you 
will simply need to add a new email address to one of the devices. 
This will allow FaceTime to differentiate between the two and place 
a call to a specific device.
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http://ipad.about.com/od/ipad_tips/a/Great-iPad-Tips-Every-Owner-Should-Know.htm
http://ipad.about.com/od/iPad_Guide/u/The-iPad-Guide-How-To-Get-The-Most-Out-Of-The-iPad.htm
http://ipad.about.com/od/iPad_Guide/ss/How-To-Use-FaceTime-On-The-iPad_2.htm
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You can add a new email address to FaceTime in the iPad 
settings. Simply select FaceTime from the left-side menu and tap 
your finger where it reads "Add Another Email..."


Once you add a new email address, you must verify it by going to 
that email's inbox. There should be an email waiting for you from 
Apple with a link that will verify the email address. (If you need to 
send the verification email again, you can do so from the same 
settings screen where you added the email.)


Don't have another email address? Both Google and Yahoo offer 
free email addresses, or you can check out the list of free email 
services. Even if you don't have any other need for a second 
address, you can use it just for FaceTime.


How To Use Siri On The iPad 
By Daniel Nation 
How to Turn On Siri on the iPad 

Siri has grown a lot since it was first introduced to the iPad.  You 
can now launch apps with Siri, have her read your email, have Siri 
update your Facebook page so long as you have connected your 
iPad to Facebook, and even change Siri's voice to a man's voice.  
Do you want to get started using Siri? We'll cover turning her on in 
settings, what types of questions she can answer and even some 
funny questions you can ask her.


If you didn't turn Siri on when setting up your iPad, here's how to 
turn the feature on:


1. Tap the Settings app on your iPad to go into the settings. 
Get help opening these settings.


2. Find "General" in the left-side menu and tap it to bring up 
general settings.


3. The Siri settings are near the top, just under "Usage". Tap 
the Siri button to proceed to those settings.


4. Slide the button at the top from Off to On.


Remember, you will need an active Internet connection to use Siri. 
It should work on both Wi-Fi and when you are using the 4G/3G 
data connection.


How to Use Siri on the iPad 

Siri was introduced to the iPad with Apple's iOS 6.0 update, but it 
requires a 3rd generation "iPad 3" in order to work. And because 
Siri passes your question up to Apple's servers to be analyzed, it 
also requires an active Internet connection, either through Wi-Fi or 
a 4G/3G connection.


How to activate Siri on the iPad 

First things first, you will need to let your iPad know that you want 
to ask Siri a question.


Similar to the iPhone, you can do this by holding the Home Button 
down a few seconds.


When activated, Siri will beep at you and open a window on the 
screen with a small microphone on it. The microphone will have a 
purple glow to it, indicated Siri is listening. Simply ask a question, 
and Siri will do her best to comply.


If you want to ask additional questions while the Siri menu is open, 
simply tap the microphone. It will glow purple again, which means 
you can ask away. Remember: a purple-glowing microphone 
means Siri is ready for your question, and a microphone that isn't 
glowing means she is not listening.


Note: If you have problems getting Siri to activate, make sure you 
have it turned on in settings. Also, remember it requires an Internet 
connection and an iPad 3 or later.


What Questions Can Siri Answer? 
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Siri can answer a variety of questions from what movies are 
playing nearby to what time it is halfway across the world.


Siri is a voice recognition artificial intelligence decision engine that 
has been programmed with various databases that will enable her 
to answer many of your questions. And if you got lost in that 
explanation, you are not alone.


Forget the technical stuff. Siri can perform a lot of basic tasks and 
answer various questions. Here is a range of things she can do for 
you:


Basic Siri questions and tasks: 

•     Call [name]. Example: "Call Tom."

•     Send text to [name] [text]. Example: "Send text to Tom: What 

did you say the name of that band was?"

•     Launch [app]. Example: "Launch Evernote."

•     Search the web for [whatever]. Example: "Search the web for 

best iPad strategy games."

•     Listen to [band name, song name]. Example: "List to The 

Beatles."

•     Get me directions to [shop/restaurant name/address]. 

Example: "Get me directions to Six Flags over Texas" or "Where 
is Gilmer, Texas?"


•     Will it rain [date]?. Example: "Will it rain tomorrow?" or "What 
is the weather like?" 


Siri as a personal assistant: 

•    Remind me to [do something] at [date/time]. Example: "Remind 
me to walk the dog tomorrow at 10 AM."


•     Schedule a meeting for [meeting] at [date/time]. Example: 
"Schedule a meeting for work at 3 PM on Thursday."


•     Change my meeting from [date/time] to [date/time]. Example: 
"Change my meeting from 3 PM on Thursday to 4 PM on Friday."


•     Tweet [what you want to say]. Example: "Tweet: I am having a 
cup of coffee."


•     Update my Facebook status to [what you want to say]. 
Example: "Update my Facebook status to: Just watched Doctor 
Who and loved it." 


Siri will help feed and entertain you: 

•     Show me nearby [type of food] restaurants. Example: "Show 
me nearby Mexican food restaurants."


•     Find me [type of food] in [city]. Example: "Find me pizza in 
Dallas."


•     Book a table at [date/time] for [restaurant]. Example: "Book a 
table at 6 PM for Via Real."


•     What movies are playing? This will list out movies playing at 
nearby theaters. You can also add "in [city]" to check movies that 
aren't near your current location.


•     Show me a trailer for [movie]. Example: "Show me a trailer for 
The Avengers."


•     What movies has [actor] starred in? Example: "What movies 
has Tom Hanks starred in?"


•     What movies has [director] directed? Example: "What movies 
has Penny Marshall directed?"


•     What is the cast of [tv series]? Example: "What is the cast of 
How I Met Your Mother?"


•     Who wrote [book, movie, tv series]? Example: "Who wrote 
Harry Potter?" 


Siri knows sports: 

    Who are the [sports team] playing tonight? Example: "Who are 
the Rangers playing tonight?"

    What is the score of the [sports team] game? Example: "What is 
the score of the Giants game?"

    How are the [sports team] doing? Example: "How are the 
Yankees doing?"
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    Who is leading the league in [stat]? Example: "Who is leading 
the league in rushing yards?"

    How many [stat] does [player] have? Example: "How many 
rushing yards does Maurice Jones Drew have?" 


Siri is gushing with information: 

Siri is pretty intelligent, so feel free to experiment with different 
questions. Siri is connected to a number of different websites and 
databases, which means you can ask her a variety of questions. 
Here are some examples of Siri performing calculations and 
finding information for you:


•     What is 18 "percent" of 32 "dollars" 57 "cents"? Siri is great 
for figuring out how much you should tip or performing simple 
math. She can even plot out equations.


•     What is the price of AAPL? If you love to keep an eye on your 
favorite stock, Siri has your info for you.


•     Where is area code 212? A good way to check where that 
unknown call originated.


•     How much is 20 British pounds in dollars? Siri can do a lot of 
different monetary conversions, making her pretty good for 
vacations.


•     How old is Mitt Romney? Your query will need to be about 
someone famous enough for her to recognize, but you can ask a 
variety of questions about well-known people.


•     What time is it in London? Not only can Siri give you the time 
in locations across the world, she'll also be able to give you facts 
like when the sun will rise in that location.


•     What is the definition of mouse? She may not be able to 
define Keynesian economics, but she can get most terms right.


•     When is mother's day in 2013? This one can be really handy 
for everyone that wants to keep on their mom's good side.  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SPEAKER ROSTER FOR 
MLMUG'S 2015 MEETINGS 

January 10	 	 iTunes University & New Website

	 	 	 Ben Romney & Deivy Petrescu 

February 14 	 	 Lightroom - Bill Achuff 

March 14 	 	 Become Your Own IT - Sue Czarnecki

April 11		 	 FileMaker Pro - 	Marc Adler

May 9 	 	 	 Mac Security - Mike Inskeep

June 13 	 	 Picnic

July 	 	 	 Recess - Good Sam Construction

August 		 	 Recess - Summer

September 11 	 	 MLMUG University - Three Presentations 
October 10 	 	 TBA 

November 14 	 	 Bob "Dr. Mac" LeVitus

December 12 	 	 Holiday Party & More


DISCONTINUING THE MLMUG BOOK LIBRARY 

The MLMUG Board has, after extensive discussion, 
reluctantly decided to discontinue the MLMUG Book Library 
because of lack of demand for borrowing books.  
In September and October we will place the books on the 
Donation Table. Please try to leave your donation with Elliott 
Cobin, our Treasurer. All proceeds go to MLMUG. 
For a listing of the books, go to www.mlmug.org/
mlmugsecure/BookLib.html. 

http://www.mlmug.org/mlmugsecure/BookLib.html
http://www.mlmug.org/mlmugsecure/BookLib.html
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AI And Humans 

The Smart Clothesline 

By Kathy Garges 

Is your garage door on the same wavelength as your home 
theater? Does one device speak Apple, dialect HomeKit, and 
the other Google, dialect Nest? One of the biggest problems in 
bringing artificial intelligence into the daily lives of humans is 
making connections among the complex bits and pieces of 
technology that perform various functions, some simple and 
mundane, some complex and sophisticated.

In the past, home automation meant using wires or wireless to 
connect devices to electronic controls, in some cases using basic 
programming to automate future functions (such as turning on 
lights to simulate activity when the household is on vacation), all 
without artificial intelligence. Now, adding AI can, in theory, do 
much more, making human lives easier and more secure, and 
saving energy and the environment.

Home automation using AI is in the beginning stages of 
commercialization. There are many choices to be made about 
basic approaches, all of which carry risk, a situation similar to the 
Beta versus VHS format wars for video. A smart home system can 
have numerous interconnections between individual devices, can 
send device information to and from a central hub, or some 
combination. The system controls can be through smartphone or 
other small device, Internet, speech recognition, or some 
combination. System design companies can market to 
homeowners or real estate developers (for new construction). 
What will be the role, or control, of communications companies in 
these systems?

There is also risk for individual households that invest in a smart 
home. Few matters are of more concern to humans than 

establishing and maintaining the economic value of their homes. 
What if the smart home system suddenly becomes obsolete when 
a better one comes on the market? What if a virus infiltrates the 
software beyond repair? Smart homes promise energy cost 
savings and reduced negative environmental impact, but these 
benefits are not easy to measure.

As with current computer and AI technology, smart home 
designers try to hide complexity inside the system and present a 
relatively user-friendly interface. Multi-agent systems are, however, 
especially complex. This is a problem inherent in “distributed” AI. 
Individual agents (your water sprinkler, security alarm, toaster, pet 
monitor, to-do list, energy saving plan) can be virtual or real, 
reactive or deliberative (decision making). They can act in 
integration with other agents or autonomously. Each agent can 
have different roles for different functions. Making all the agents in 
the system connect with a central house “brain” can reduce 
conflict, but it also makes the system less flexible.

An example of the potential problems caused by the exponential 
increase in interactions in multi-agent systems is the argument that 
U.S. Supreme Court Chief Justice Charles Evans Hughes used 
successfully in his 1937 letter to Congress to squelch President 
Franklin D. Roosevelt’s proposal to add additional justices to the 
U.S. Supreme Court. Roosevelt proposed adding more justices to 
the nine-member Court for the stated purpose of making it more 
efficient, in reality a loosely-disguised plan to pack the Court with 
justices who would likely favor his New Deal programs. Hughes 
explained that the proposal would reduce efficiency: “There would 
be more judges to hear, more judges to confer, more judges to 
discuss, more judges to be convinced and to decide.”

It’s  uncertain whether events in a home environment are as 
susceptible as other AI problem scenarios to expert rule-based 
control (programmed in advance), probabilistic analysis, or 
machine learning of the behavior patterns of human household 
members. Our intuition tells us it will be more difficult to assign 
probabilities to all household members being on time for dinner or 
all late, on any given day, than to assign probabilities for how many 
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corporate employees will be late to a meeting. Will the house brain 
suffer empty nest syndrome when all the kids go off to college?

Humans now manage the inevitable conflicts in home life 
functions, making sure not to turn on the lawn water sprinklers 
during the weekend barbecue. If the human household members 
still have to double check that the smart home system has 
connected a sales receipt for charcoal with a possible plan to eat 
outdoors, AI has not added anything useful. Household functions 
also vary considerably. Designing a system to help with child care 
is different from designing one for elder care or pet care. Some 
households will want to connect gourmet kitchen appliances to the 
system while others will need a drone landing pad for quick pizza 
delivery.

Another problem area for smart home systems is technical 
malfunction. Current communications technology (broadband, Wi-
Fi) may be insufficient for comprehensive home systems. And how 
will a smart home handle a bug or function failure? Can 
troubleshooting be built into the system? Then there is the 
possibility of a long-term power outage or other problem that 
shuts down the whole system or an important feature. Does Bill 
Gates keep a snowblower in tiptop repair in case his heated 
driveway malfunctions? Or does he store a couple snow shovels in 
the garage?

Smart homes also present significant issues of security and 
privacy. Humans up to no good may be able to reap big returns if 
they can hack all the information available in a smart home 
system. Behemoth corporations will be able to collect even more 
data about you that could be misused by them or illegally 
accessed and misused by others.

There’s a bigger problem with smart homes. Will humans accept 
the concept of living “inside” a computer or artificial intelligence? 
Being free from continual observation is a fundamental aspect of 
civil liberty. Is the purpose of an AI home to assist humans or 
“guide” humans? In addition to finding new ideas for organizing 
complex networks and tweaking the important details of home 

system features, AI design needs to take account of conflicting 
human values.

In coming up for a title with this month’s column, I thought about 
what ordinary household functions could be made smarter and 
more environmentally friendly. Into my mind popped a concept for 
a smart clothesline, one that transports freshly laundered clothing 
from the laundry room out into the sunshine, but brings it back 
indoors automatically if it starts to rain.

Great minds think alike. The first page of a quick Internet search 
turned up a smart clothesline concept posted in a short video on 
YouTube earlier this year. In this initial period of smart home 
technology, there’s plenty of opportunity for do-it-yourself and 
homebrew innovation. Now inventors just need to add some 
robotic arms that remove the wet laundry from the washing 
machine, shake out each piece of clothing, and pin it to the line 
with smart clothespins that sense when the clothes are dry.

Sources and additional information: 
“Set up and use HomeKit-enabled accessories with your iPhone, 
iPad, and iPod touch,” support.apple.com/en-us/HT204893, Nest, 
nest.com/ 

Laurence Bianchini, “Artificial Intelligence and home automation: 
Putting the human (back) at the centre of technological 
development,” MyScienceWork, June 24, 2011, tinyurl.com/
qgcgvcx

Steve Johnson, “Warming up to the future with Nest thermostat,” 
SiliconValley.com, April 18, 2014, http://tinyurl.com/nussoyb

Dronyx, “DynamiX Home Automation,” http://www.dronyx.com/
dynamix-home-automation-domotics.php

Troy Wolverton, “A hitch on the way to your smart home,” 
SiliconValley.com, June 19, 2015, http://tinyurl.com/pxvsox5

Erica Fink, Laurie Segall and Rob Hanley, “Your Hackable House,” 
CNNMoney, http://tinyurl.com/omu4o45 

Tri Susanto, “Smart Clothesline with Nuvoton NUC 140,” January 
15, 2015, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hlGbHA9EROI  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MLMUG PHOTO OF THE MONTH 

CAREFREE 
Taken by Deane Lappin 

Deane tells me that she took this photo of her eight-year old granddaughter in the Bernal Heights Mission District 
of San Francisco in early August 2015. It’s another great photo from an iPhone.


